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Woolf Compound jet condensing rotative beam pumping engine,
built 1866, in The Engineerium, Hove, East Sussex, England.

1, High pressure cylinder
2, Low pressure cylinder
3, Parallel motion suspension link
4, Beam
5, Barrelled cruciform connecting rod
6, Flywheel
7, Eccentric pushrod

8, Valve chest
9, Jet condenser and exhaust pipe with foot valve in base
10, Air pump
11, High service pump to reservoirs
12, Main well pump rods
13, Engine bed

HIGHWAY SNOWPLOW -CANADA'S BIG WHEEL
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EDITORIAL
Greetings:  A little late to wish you all
a  Happy  Meccanocal  New  Year,  but
the  Club des  Amis  du  Meccano,  the
French  national  society,  did  so  in  a
handsome calendar with twelve colour
plates of Meccano products, from the
1916    Inventors    Outfit    to    a    1996
replica   ot   a    1924    Hornby   Trains
locomotive-greetings that will last all
year.   The Meccano Gilde Nederland
produced   a   fine   calendar   several
years  ago.  subsidized  by  lnterbeton
bv,  an international construction firm.
Both calendars will be fine permanent
revolving   displays   tor   a   Meccano-
room wall!

lt.s Still CMN:   The  December  issue
alluded   to   the   National   Library   of
Canada  giving   us  a  new  Standard
Serial  Number,  when  the  newsletter
title changed.   There has not been  a
peep from readers complaining about
the  new  title;  and we  have managed
to keep the same short form CMrv.  Not
so with  7-he Beaver, the magazine ol
Canadian  History tormerly  put on  by
the Hudson's Bay Company, and now
by      something      called      Canada`s
National    Historical    Society.       They

proposed that the title  The Beaver be
changed   to   something   else-and
were tlooded with  irate protests.

CMAMAS Keeps Minutes:
Enclosed with copies of the December
issue of  CMrv sent to North American
subscribers was a one-page summary
of   1996   minutes   ot   the   CMAMAS
Executive.     (if  any  overseas  reader
Tea//y  wants   a   copy,   write   to   the
Editor  and   enclose  an   International
Pleply  Coupon.  or a $1   US  bill.)   The
Executive  met  on  January  12,1997,
and a summary of those minutes is in
this  issue.

Backcopies:   lt   anyone   wants   a
1996 issue of CMIV, the stock has now
been  transferred  to Colin  Hoare, who
has     the    whole    file    ot    previous
Canadian   Meccano   newsletters.   18
Tweedle     St.,     Glen     Williams     ON
L7G 3S5.

Swiss News:  The first exchange with
the  Swiss  metal  construction  group,

Amateure for  Metallmodellbau  in der
Schweiz   (AMS),   has   arrived:   A^rs
Bu//efi.n   no.37   (1996).      It's   usually
bilingual   (French   and   German)   for
most    items,    but    this    issue    also
contains two English articles:  reprints
from the Mecoano Magazi.ne of a 1910
Ford  Model  T  "tin  lizzie",  a  Meccano
electric    clock,     and     French     and
German translations of an MM "model
of the month",  an oil tanker.   There's
a three-speed-and-reverse gearbox,
and a note about a new Marklin Metall
set   which   builds   a   model   ot   the
world's   largest   "Big   Wheel"   (Ferris
Wheel),  the Wiener  Pliesenrad.   (And
Canada Post please note:   lt's mailed
under     "Taxe     r6duite-Brochure
scientifique".  That's better than either
CMN or CO gct)

Oops,  as  Usual:    How  it  happened
we're    not    sure;    but    neither    the
President  (who passed them  on)  nor
the  Editor (who stutfed them  into the
December   issue)   noticed   that   the
street address on the 1997 subscript-
ion   renewal   notices   was   incorrect.
Fortunately    the    postal    code   was
correct; fortunately it is a code unique
to one large apartment building.  Some
of   the   1997   subscription   renewals
reached the Treasurer.  Somecertainly
did  not.                                                    We
fhi.nk    "undeliverable"    letters     have
been  returned  to  their senders-but
that                       continued on page 9
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lvlichael Stephens writes:

I was fortunate to live in Paris,
France,  for  several  years,  and  I .still
pass through Paris about once a year
on business.   During my years there,
I  discovered  several  good  places  to
find    Meccano    in   the   flea   market
[Maroh6 des  puces] just  north  of the
ring   road   [Boulevard   Periph6rique]
around the city.   My favourite dealers
for  Meocano  and  other  construction
systems [are] in the Vernaison section
of  the  flea  market:    Michael  Bartlett.
Jouets   anciens,   Stand   86,   A116e  5
[also   99   rue   des   F]osiers,    93400
Saint-Ouen,  France];  Herv6,  allee  7
#142; Gcorges, all6e 9 #199; Bernard
Matless,  all6e 9  #26.   On  my  most
recent   trip   earlier   [in   December]   I
found a digger bucket on offer for 600
French    francs    (about    $180),    an
immaculate  No.9 set  in  a cardboard
box   still   strung   for   6000fr   (about
$1800), and a "Meecano Mechanisms"
booklet    in    French    in    reasonable
condition  at 300fr (about $90).   With
the horrible exchange rate these days
prices aren't clleap,  but you can find
rare  items.    I  always deal with  these
dealers  in  French,  but no doubt they
can cope in English if the need arises.
Other   toy   dealers   who   may   have
Hornby products  in  tlie  nearby Jules
Vallts   market  are:     Daniel   Tuffery,
#102;   Daniel   Bartlett,   #52   (military
Dinky    Toys).        Two    other    major
retailers of new and used Meccano in
Paris   I   regularly  visit   are:     Central
Train,  81   rue  P6amur,  Paris  7; Jean
Esteve, 3 rue Jacques Callot, Paris 6.
The  last  time  that  I  called  on  Jean
Esteve he had a set of Norm Lacroix's
ship   funnels   in   the  window   of   his
shop,   and   he   gave   me   a   warm
welcome when  he found  out where  I
came  from   and  that   I  know  Norm.
(Note:  Jean  doesn't  speak  English.)
Also  I   have  heard  that  Meccano  is
sold  by:   Atout-Coeur,  24 rue Taine,
Paris    12;    Frederic    Marchard,    rue
Maufaucon (Metro stop: Mabillon); but
I haven't ever checked them out. Most
of   the   Meccano    I    have   found    in

France     has      French      instruction
booklets.

Jerry Dubois writes:

The appearance of the "Jeep"
after years  in  limbo  is very gratifying
to  me.   Do  not take any over-blame
for the model; as you know, we have
to get things moving.   These articles,
models,  etc.,  that  may  not  be  up  to
par   may   get   others   thinking   and
saying to themselves, "I can do just as
well,  and maybe a little better"-and
get them to do something-anything!

Included  are  pictures  of  the
paper  disc  cutter  (OA4rv  No.2,  June
1996.)    You  know the  picture  in  tlie
June issue was upside down.   I have
moditied  it  so  the  cutter  blade  does
not drag on the paper.   Add an extra
51/2in.  strip  (Or two)  at One  end,  plus
two 1 xl/2in.  Angle Brackets (one each
side), to the 121/2in. Angle Girder part
way  down.    Insert  a  suitable  rod  to
hold  the cutter,  and  place  a suitable
part  opposite  to  hold  rubber band(s)
to   hold  the   knife  on   (or  off).   (See
picture below.)

Niel  Dulson  reports  further  lrom
B.C.:

I    have   been    flooded   with
letters   concerning   our   last   [BCMC]
Newsletter and  from  people who  say
they  found  my  name on  the  Internet
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while  looking  for  info  on   Meccano.
One lady contacted me from Sweden
looking    for    a    free    copy    of    our
magazine    for    her    boyfriend    tor
Christmas...Another  guy  lives  just  a
couple of miles  away who  is  a really
keen   builder   and   joined   the   club
immediately-he   had   to   make  an
emergency trip to Toronto...before he
came  back  he visited  lrwin  Toy  and
came back very pleased that he did.
He said trley ran what seemed to be a
family store.  They did not have much
stock of parts left, but were waiting for
a large batch to come in some time in
the New Year.  The back order for tlie
rest  of  the  parts  they  owe  me  was
sitting  there  waiting  to  be  filled,  so
they  haven't forgotten  about  it.   The
good   news   was   that   they   had   a
regular retail store with a fair stock of
Meocano sets and they were on sale
at  4oo/o  off.    He  picked  up two  No.6
sets at $119,  an  E6 set at $115 and
an  MO motor set.   The sales people
were  very  nice  and  helpful.     Since
then   he  has  phoned  about  buying
more  sets   because  even   including
postage they would  be cheaper than
you   can   buy   them   here.      When
phoning  one  asks  for  the  Customer
Service department.

I'm   eagerly   waiting   to   see
what   you   guys   have   cooked    up
regarding an Exacto parts purchase.
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Ted Van Klink writes:
I   haIve   two   zinc,   blue   and

yellow #10 sets as well as lots of extra
parts  in  zinc.    It  is  the  zinc  coating
triat  is  cat[sing  me  a  great  deal  of
concern.      The   finish   on   the   zinc
coated parts, that have been stored in
their original  oaken  #10  four drawer
storage  cases  for  about  7-8  years,
has  tuned  to  a  nasty,  grey,  gritty
finish.    Even  though  the  house  has
central    air,    so    no    or    very    little
humid.rty  in  the  basement,  it  doesn't
seem  to  matter.    I  thought  that  the
deterioration  of  the  finish  might  be
caused  by  excessive  humidity  in  the
basement.   This  condition  is  evident
on  both  Liverpool  and  Calais  made
parts.     As  you  may  remember  we
discussed  the  possibility  of  painting
the   zinc   coated   parts   at   the   last
Hobby  show.     You  stated  that  one
would  have to  remove the zinc  prior
to painting the parts.   That would  be
a  major  undertaking  even  if  it  was
done by a commercial outfit.   I would
really love to go to the green and  red
Of my childhood sets,  but .......

Seeing  that  the  stripping  to
the zinc, priming and painting almost
seems out of the question where do I
go trom here?   I would like to restore
the parts back to an almost?? factory
finish.  (One can  always wish).   Parts
that  were  stored  in  a  Plubber  Maid
plastic storage box do not seem to be
affected at all. They look as good  as
the  day  I  received  them  trom   P.S.
Models  or  M.W.  Models  in  England.
I  suppose  nickel  plating,  although  it
makes tor a beautiful finish, would be
rather costly even if I could find some
one to do it.

I     have     not     done     any
experimenting on any of the parts but
I did buy a cloth lapping wheel at the
local  C.T.C.  during  the  holidays.     I
have    also    looked    through    many
publications   to   find   a  solution,   but
have not come across any  methods.
please  let  me  know  what  I  can  do
about this  sorry  looking  lot  of  parts.
Any suggestion,  hints,  etc.  would  be
most welcome.
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Last March, one of the town's
two   local   newspapers   went  out   of
business.  Furniture they did notwant,
or could  not get rid of in some other
way,   was   dumped   outside   in   the
snow.    I spotted  this  nice workbench
that  was   used   by  the  people  who
normally do the past-up work for the
printing  master plates.   The bench  is
24" wide, 52" long and 36" high. It has
14  drawers,  7  per  side  at  the  upper
part  of  the  bench  with  open  spaces
below  the drawers.  The drawers  are
roughly  24"  by  22"  and  11/2"  deep.    I
dragged this thing home and it sat in
the   basement   taking   up   so-called
valuable  space  as  well  as  the  odd
snide   remark   from   the   better   half
about when this  old  thing was going
to become fodder tor the fireplace!

Over the Christmas and  New
Year holiday period I washed the filthy
thing, scraped all the glue off it, put in
two  sets  of  small  doors  below  the
drawers, primed it twice and then put
two coats of a deep green enamel on
the sides  and  front of  it.   The knobs
for  the  drawers  and  the  doors  are
painted    a   B.R.    buffer   beam    red.
Colours a la Meccano!   I covered the
top with a scrap piece of carpet.   The
carpet  is  there  so  as  not to damage
any   models   under  construction.      It
also   stops   any   errant   parts   f rom
bouncing     off     the     hard     plywood
surface.        It    will    become    a   very
valuable  storage  cabinet  for  all  my
spare parts particularly all the smaller
items.     I.11   make  the  dividers   in  the
drawers   out   ot   some   2mm   thick
mahogany   doorskin   stock.       Each
drawer will  have a small  magnet in  it
to pick up the parts.

Jacob J. Van der Ploeg writes:
Being   a   subscriber   to   the

Canadian    Meccano    Newsletter    of
many years standing,  I  have enjoyed
its    many    excellent    model    plans.
These   plans   were   of   outstanding
models    described    in    high    quality
presentations.            Issue      No.3      of
MEccANOTEs  had one of them.

The current [December 1996]
issue describes two models, one with
a photograph and drawings as well as

a      description,      the     other     with
photographs   and   description   only.
Both      presentations      include
photographs   of   the   prototypes   on
which the models are based.

I  regret to  have to say that  I
consider both poor models.   A look at
the  pictures  of the  prototypes  of the
Jeep    and    contractor's    locomotive
models  show[s]  an  almost  complete
tailure to incorporate most of the basic
elements of the originals.

To  analyze  the  failure ot the
Jeep model I point to the following:

1 ) The Jeep's rear body extends over
the wheels; there are no fenders;

2)   The   Jeep's   front   fenders    are
angular,  not curved as in the model

3) The  model's steering wheel  is too
small and too far from the windshield;

4)  The  Jeep`s  hood  and  rear  body
section are about the same height; the
driver's   section    is   depressed;   the
model     changes     this     relationship
completely;

5) The windshield is much too low.

Being      a     professional
draftsman (retired architect) I am very
critical of the drawings.    Fortunately,
the   text   overcomes    most   of   the
drawing's   shortcomings.      However,
one thing cannot be blamed on poor
presentation;  that ot the contrate on
the driveshaft driving a pinion on the
rear axle!

Analyzing    the    contractor's
locomotive and tipping truck I find the
following:

1)  the  overall  length  and  height,  as
determined by the size of the wheels,
is quite good;

2)  the  omission  of  any  indication  of
fuel   and   water   storage   spoils   the
overall effect;

3) the cab is rather "airy";

4) the boiler is smallish and sct rather
low;

5)  the cylinders  are twice  as  long  as
they ought to be;

6)  the  front  platform  seems  out  of
place on an engine of this type;



7)   tlle   bottom   angle   of   the   truck
tipping   bucket  is  almost   goo  rather
than  the  60°  in  the  model;  the  top
width  is about equal to  its  length;

8)  the  tipping   mechanism   has   two
pivots  each  end;  when  tipping  to  the
left the bucket pivots on the left pivot,
while the right pivots are retained in a
slotted  guide; this  causes the bucket
to  remain steady  in  the tipped  posit-
ion.   Tipping  to the rigm is similar.

9)  the  truck's  frame  lies  outside  the
wheels and  the wheels are about the
same size as the locomotive's; not so
in the model;

10)  the truck's wheelbase  is  as short
or shorter that the locomotive.s ; not so
in the model.

I   realize  the  editor  is  under
pressure to produce a magazine by a
deadline   and   must  choose   among
voluntary contributions.   As a conse-
quence quality is not the only consid-
eration when pages  have to be filled.
I wish you, among the usual seasonal
wishes, good copy in the coming year!

Ernest     Chandler     writes     from
England:

You  certainly  have  made  an
excellent  job  of  this  Newsmag,  very
readable and very interesting and very
varied content. . . I really enjoyed Jerry's
lite  story;  it  was  full  of  interest  and
read   very  well.      I   am   attending   a
MMG     [Midlands     Meccano     Guild]
committee meeting soon and will take
this   [newsletter]  along   to  show  our
editor...You     certainly     set     out     a
challenge  for  winter  model  building.
I   have   started   my   model   for   our
March  club  meeting,  SML  32.   There
is   something    nostalgic   about   this
model.    To  me  "It's  Meccano"  and  I
have  built  it some  years  ago;  it's  not
any easier the second time around.

[SML  32  is  the  twin  Cylinder
Steam  Engine,1929,  which  requires
four  sets   of  the  obsolete   Channel
Segments-which lets it out for most
of us.-Ed.I
Keith Cameron writes:

What   is   a   mutilated   part?
Webster    defines    "to    mutilate"    as

follows:   1 :   to cut up or alter radically
so  as  to   make  imperfect  (the  child
mu/i./a/ed the book with  his scissors).
2:       to   cut   ofl   or   permanently   or
destroy    a    limb   or   essential    part:
cripple.      From   this   dictionary  entry
one gets an idea about the concept of
mutilation   totally  different  from   that
held  by  purists.     Surely  the  motive
and   purpose   behind   "mutilating"   a
Meccano    part    is    to    improve    its
usefulness  in a particular application.
The    process    may    indeed    involve
radical  alteration,  but  its  result  may
even  be  a  part  that  is  more  usefiil
than the original.   Probably mutilators
have adopted the term ironically as a
whimsical    over-statement.        I    am
amused that Meccano parts that were
(and   still   are)   churned   out   by   the
million should be viewed as so sacro-
sanct.   But to be fair (and we must be
fair  mustn't  we)  that  is  not  the  point
the  purists  make.    Their  ideology  is
that the Meccano system is adequate
to   build   anything,   and   that   these
•'mutilations" are evidence of a weak-

ness of the builder, not of the system.

From the Transvaal Meccano Guild,
Peter Matthews writes:

Just to see what was going on
in     Canadian     Meccano     circles     I
ordered   issue  no.3  of  the  CANADIAN
MEccANOTEs.           To     say     I     was

pleasantly   surprised   would    be   an
understatement;   I  found  it  to  be  an
excellent  and  informative  magazine.
...The   hobby   has   ever   needed   a
renewal [in South Africa]; it has in fact
gone  from  strength  to  strength  with
current membership of the Transvaal
Meccano  Guild  now  standing  at  75
members.     Most  of  the   increase  in
interest  had  been  due  to  the  many
exhibitions that the members stage (5
last  year)  and  the  excellent  work  ol
our   member   Roger   Hill  who   is  the
editor of oiir 16 page newsletter .... As
regards Meccano having disappeared
trom our shops... This year we have a
new wholesaler for Meccano who was
sold  out  of  all  the  sets  1  to  4  by  the
end  ot  October,  and  the  shops  were
full  of  the  product.     The  wholesaler
also    carries    full    stocks    of    Junior
Meccano and all the Collection series
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...   Pegarding   the  position   of  spare
parts  ...  by company "Toys  Past and
Present   cc"    have   been    Meccano
spares agents for a good many years
and   carry  a  full   stock  of  standard
parts,  plus  many  special  parts  from
MW   Models,   plus   all   the   literature
available.     I  also  offer  a  photocopy
service of any past piece of literature.
Ploger     Hill     will     unfortunately     be
leaving  us  and  returning  to  England
permanently  in  April  so  I  shall  then
carry on as editor of the newsletter.

[Peter     Matthews,     formerly
proprietor of the Meccano Museum in
Johannesburg,  and  President  of  the
Transvaal  Meccano  Guild,  also  sent
Colour photos of some of his models:
the Lartigue Monorail locomotive from
southwestern    Ireland;    th/ee    1929
Meccano steam engines (he is willing
to  trade  one  for  a  No.1   Motor  Car
Constructor),  and the Three-Abreast
Gallopers   (merry-go-round).      The
T.M.G.   is  the  latest  addition  to  our
international exchanges.-Ed.I

David Williams writes from Alberta:
Sometimes   it's   hard   to  get

Meecano  parts  you  want  when  you
want them.  One solution we've turned
to in Alberta is to manufacture them!

Phil Kraaikamp had some 2ft.
Angle and Flat Girders manufactured
at a  machine shop in  Calgary.   They
turned   out  very   well   althought  the
slotted holes were slightly larger than
standard Binns  Pload pieces.

We made additional orders on
behalf of both Edmonton and Calgary
Meccanomen.  We've  also  made  2ft.
Girder  Brackets  (p/n  161)  and  even
some 2ft. strips.  Now we're consider-
ing  large flat  plates.   The 2ft. girders
cost  us  between  $2.50  and $3  each.
I've  painted  all  mine  green  to  match
the bulk of my collection.

David Williams,  Internct e-mail:
meccano@freenet.edmonton.ab.ca

[David      Williams      reports      these
parts   are   not   available   to   anyone
outside    the    province,    and    there
are  no  immediate  plans  to  produce
more    angle    girders,    f lat    girders
or girder brackets.-Ed.]
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Meccano Men
These guys love it when you give them the gears

By CON "OMAS
Southam Newspapers

EDMONTON - As a boy, David
Williams longed to build the big
steam tractor pictured in a
Meccano magazine, but he just
didn't have enough pieces.

Thirty years later he caught the
Meccano bug again and began
collecting parts - and how.

Over the past four years he has
built not only the steari tractor,
but dozens of other models in his
Edmonton home."I guess I'm like that. No mat-
ter what I get into. I like to know
everything about it."

Williams, a computer expert,
has become somewhat of a world
Meccano expert and shares his
love of the vintage construction
set with other enthusiasts on an
Internet site that has logged
nearly 5,000 visits since August.

Meccano - the set of perforat-
ed red and green metal strips
and plates, brass gears, pulleys,
gears, bolts and washers - was
Williams' greatest treasure as a
boy. Just about anything could be
built with th.e interchangeable
parts.

Like most people, he put it
aside in his teens. But a chance
find of a box of parts at a garage
Sale four years ago set his imagi-
nation spinning back. He got a
book about Meccano from the
library and was blown away by
the drawings of elaborate, work-
ing models of cranes, steam trac-
tors and draglines from the 1920s
and 1930s. He  itched to build one.

But first he had to find parts.
Homby, its British maker since

##]'ew{:,¥ts?{i)n¥audp:i:i9r7a9rice
and Argentina, Meccano is no
longer a mass toy and new parts
are very expensive.

So he began putting up notices
on supermarket bulletin boards
asking for used sets and people
began responding.

Williams didn't dabble. He col-
lected thousands of parts."When I started collecting, it
was quite available. I was getting
one or two calls a month, That's
basically how I built up my col-
lection. Because it used to be a
very common toy."Nowadays I don't get too many
calls, but I've still got several to
follow up.„• His Meccano site on the

Internet is easily the most
detailed and attracts interest
from Meccano enthuslests from

Collector     David     Wllliams
with  a  Meccano  steam  engine
thcit took  months to  build.

Southom pholo

all over tbe world."A guy in Qatar in the Middle
East sent me an e-mail asking
about pulley design. A kid in
Chile mailed me asking where to
buy parts for his set."

One of Williams' most prized
finds was a nearly complete 1956
set in its original box. "The guy
said he had it in his storeroom.
He'd played with it as a kid, now
he has other things to do and did-
n't care about it any more,"

His first creation was a 1930s
version of an automatic tracing
machine. A crank activates rods
and a pen to trace geometric
shapes. Then came a coin-activat-
ed version of a British music hall
with a man playing the.piano and
another on the violin.

The steam tractor with multi-
ple rods and flywheels took
months to build.

The most elaborate creation is
a nearly two metre-long model of
a drag line used to dig canals in
India in the 1870s.

Meccano usled to have its own
wind-up and electric motors and
transformers. They're hard to
find so he uses substitutes from
electronic equipment and an
automotives dealer.

There are about four serious
collectors in Edmonton and per-
haps a dozen in Alberta, says
Williams. They get together at an
annual spring hobby show in Red

Deer where th?y easily have the
largest display.

Williams spread out his stuff
on five tables last spring. But it
took 15 tables to display a
Cross field man's models."Not all of us are fix-it kind of
guys because I'm the exact oppo-
site. But one guy is a farmer.
Another guy is an eye doctor in
Red Deer. All we have in com-
mon is we played with Meccano
as a kid.„

Dean of the Alberta collectors
is Jim Cormack, 72, of Calgary.
He got his first set in the 1920s
and never gave it up. It sparked a
love of machinery that led him to
apprentice as a railway machin-
ist.

His collection, always growing,
travelled with him on jobs with
the railway, at a shipyard and ,
finally as a machinist with the
engineering faculty at the
University of Calgary."Everybody tells me I have the
biggest Meccano set in the
world," he says. "I don't know. It
is a big one, all right."

There are hundreds of thou-
sands of pieces, including I,uts
and bolts. They flow out of his
special basement room into the
rumpus room and other parts of
the house.

Meccano's complexity has
much to do with its appeal, he
Says."As a machinist, what interests
me is you have working parts,
working models. You could get
electric motors and clockwork
motors and build a model and get
all the parts working like in a
regular machine."On the excavator I made,
everything works. The bucket
opens and closes, the boom goes
up and down, it swivels and the
track actually moves."You make a bulldozer and it
looks like a bulldozer and it
works like a bulldozer. With Lego
and stuff like that, the parts are
Square and you don't get the
right look.„

He and a friend began adding
up the value of his collection a
decade ago and quit counting at
$68,000 before getting half way
through."A lot of these collectors are
getting on and starting to die
now. I hope I live to 90 or loo
because I don't want to give up
my Meccano after all the work I
put into it."

Edmont®n Journal .
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Thud    Heard    Pound    the
World..      International   Meccanoman
no.20   (Jan,    1997)    reports   among
Canadian  news (taken from  the June
1996  issue of  CMrv):   "Sabotaged  by
Sunshine:      Canada:      The   Lasalle
Causeway bridge [in  Kingston]  has a
problem:   when the lift span  is raised
the  lower girders  are  exposed  to  the
si]n  and so expand;  when the bridge
is  lowered  again,  the  locking  on  the
far  side  often  fails  to  engage.     The
bridgemaster waits for  the underside
to cool a bit; he then keeps slamming
the   span    down    until    it   connects.
Terrifying,    as    the   great    structure
shudders  and  groans  eacli  time  it  is
brought     down...Meccanowoman
Genius:  ...  When  I  read  the above  to
Margaret   Westwood,   she   at   once
replied:      'Why   don.I   they   fit   water
sprays  underneath,  to  cool  if  off?'..."
[Can't be a shortage of water?-Ed.I

"Welcome  to  the  Meccano
Military:"    Under    the    headline,    a
"Building  F}eview" by  Plhys  Phillips  in

the Toron\o  Globe  and  Mail on  Jan.
25.   The subheading was "Manitoba.s
Camp Shilo  means business, despite
its  toy-like  exterior."     lt  quotes  the
architect,   Plon   Keenberg,   as  saying
the 91.000 square foot structure,  the
roof  of  which  is  supported  I rom  ten
bright   yellow   towers,   is   "lean   and
mean  in the sense of tough elegant";
that  is  it  houses  "the  sort  of  military
equipment that has always fascinated
and  been  the  playthings  of  children.
We wanted  to design  a  building  that
expressed    the    wonder    of    these
machines."   Phillips added, "The bold
Meccano  approach  plays  up  the  toy
aspect with a structure glistening with
vibrant green,  yellow,  blue and  red."

Laying  BIame:    A  new  book
rev.iewed by  The Economist {London)•is  Ker\rie\h  Browr\.s  The  British  Toy

Business:  a  History  Since   1700.     1\
deals,  says the  reviewer,  with  quality
troubles.      Fierce  competition   made
quality go out the window  in  the  late
19th century.   From  1932 onward the
industry  survived  only  by  protection

against  imports,  and  in  the  1960s  a
consumer group complained that the
British  toys  were  "designed  casually,
made contemptuously  and sold  irre-
sponsibly."    Between  1979  and  1982
five major toy firms collapsed,  ending
Meccano, Air fix, Matchbox, Corgi, and
Triang.     This  collapse  bore  "all  the
familiar   marks   of   British    industrial
malaise: poor design, poor marketing,
bad  management,  inefficjent  manu-
tacturing,  bad government policy.

For Wliat lt's Wol.th: Do you
really know what a Meccano model is
worth?  Does  your  household  insur-
ance  cover  the  big  model  left  over-
night  at a  show?   lt  might be worth-
while  checking  with  your   insurance
agent,  making  an  inventory  of  your
collection,  and  noting  the cost  of the
parts that go into a model, just in case
of a claim.   The Editor found that the
jib   alone  of   a   big   model   wrecking
crane  contained  $600  in  parts;  the
whole crane would be over $3,000.

Colour..      The   International
Meccanoman has produced a "Colour
Extra    1996"    of    16    pages    chiefly
splendid     illustrations     ol     splendid
models    from    many    (geographical)
parts.    Get  a  copy  from  MW  Models
(£9.60) and feast your eyes.   Canada
is   represented   by   Don   Bedmond's
aerial  ladder  truck  of  1988,  and  the
USA by one of Larry Yesner's mighty
ship  models  in  Gilbert  Erector.

Hornby?     Where's   That?:
The  Magazt.ne of  the  Club  des  Amis
du   Meccano   (France)   has   a   report
about the first issue of the new  CMrv,
and just  below  it  a picture of  Hornby
Street-in Vancouver.   It also asks if
anyone  knows  if  this  was  connected
with  Frank,  inventor of  Meccano.

Temsi  Too:     Temsi  is  the
Dutch version of Meccano, and many
of   its  parts  are  similar  to   Meccano
although its hole spacing is a fraction
of     a     millimetre     different-which
makes  a difference only over  a  large
number ol holes.   Temsi brackets are
made  ot  heavy  steel  and  are  much
sturdier  than  Meccano.    Temsi  sets
and parts are stocked by John's Photo
&  Hobby Sales & Service, 2188 Dan-
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forth  Ave.,  Toronto  M4C  IK3;  phone
(416) 421 -1850,  fax (416) 421 -7441.

Descartes  Winner  Reacts:
"When  I  found  out  I  ran  around  the

school  three  times,  which  made  me
late  for  drama  practice...It  made  me
feel great." So Says  Michael  Lacroix,
one  of  12  high  school  students  who
were awarded $12,000 scholarships at
UW for their  math skills.   The  Panel,
Ontario  native  won  the  scholarship
through the Plen6 Descartes Foundat-
ion  for  the  Advancement  of  Mathe-
matics and UW. Four students receive
$16,000    and    12    are    eligible    for
$12,000. Lacroix's OAC math average
was 99.2 per cent.   He was also one
of five Ontario students to spend eight
weeks   in   Guelph   last  year  for  the
College of Bjological Science Summer
F`esearch      Fellowship.
Reprinted    f rom    the    University    of
Waterloo Gazette  11  Sop.  1996.

Zinc plating:  Since Ted Van
Klink's   letter  elsewhere,  these  firms
specializing  in zinc have been found:
Eastern  AIIoys  lnc.  Box Q,  Maybrook
NY,   12543-0316,   USA,   (914)  427-
2151 ; and lnterzinc, Box 455 AIgonac
Ml   48001-0455   USA;   1-800-247-
6265.  While their` focus  seems  to  be
zinc   casting,   they   may   also   be   a
source of information on zinc plating.

Moral  for  Ivlodelers:     ln  a
manual   from   a   Vogue  No.1   set  (a
1950s  English  Construction  set),  the
following   admonition:   "A  successful
model made out of your head is worth
a dozen made out of this book."

Irwin   Toys   has  a  toll-free
number,  1-800-268-1733,  that  can
be  used  to  check  back  orders  and
price  lists.     (David  Williams   reports
back orders from May 1995, and says
they seem disorganized.)

Ereetor Website: The Ameri-
can  branch  of  Meccano  France  now
has  a website:  http://www.erectorset.
com.     It  is  mainly  kids-oriented  but
has nice photos of their new products.

I]S  Models:    David  Williams
reports    that     Pludi    Schipperus    in
Calgary  is still  in  business,  but  is  not
acquiring any new Meccano stock.
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Threie-Inch  Flanged  Wheel:   Small
models   of   locomotives   have   long
needed   a  drivi.ng  wheel   of  a   size
whicli  wouk]  scale,with  car  wheels,
and   leading/trailing    wheels,    using
Meccano   3tin.   or   11/4   in.    Flanged
Wrheels.      Face   plates   with   Wheel
Flanges   made  driving   wheels   only
214in.  hish-not  quite  large  enough
and very flat in appearance.  The only
other    approximations    have    been
Spoked (Artillery) Wheels, which lack
the   massive    appearance   of    loco
driving wheels.   The next  larger size
of wheel was based on the Hub Disc
or   Ciroular   Girder,    and    the    6in.
Circular plate-too large for a small
model.    Pulley Wheels  (p/n  19b)  are
about   right   in   size,   but   have   the
disadvantage  of  a  V-groove  which
lcoks odd on rails.

Bill  Sangster  of  Victoria  has
had the idea of bending over one side
Of the Vngroove of the  3in.  Pulley  to
make a flanged wheel.  Bill mentioned
this   by   e-mail   to   Bernard
Champoux  in  Montreal,  and
Bernard   has   succeeded   in
making      a     credible      3in.
flanged  wheel.     Her`e  is  his
account of the project:

"I answered  him  [Bill]

that    in    the    past    I     had
attempted the same idea on a
tin.  pulley and that the  boss
was   not  strong   enough   to
support   the   torque   of   the
spinning tool.   I told  him that
from past experience, the way
to do  it for a 3in.  pulley was
to make a hardwood or metal
jie  to  hold  the  pulley  on  the
faceplate   of    a    lathe,    well
centred   by   the   boss,   and
driving  the  pulley  by  screws
through   the  pulley   holes   in
the  jib.     Also,  a  hardwood
male with a rounded corner is
pressed  on  top of the  pulley
and  held  under  pressure  by
the live centre of the tailstock.
A small ball bearing must be
Lised  as  a  spinning  tool  for
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rolling   the   bead.        I   went   to    my
basement,  modified a still existing jig,
lost  an  hour  finding  my  ball-bearing
tool,  and  produced  a sample.    I was
surprised to see how little paint comes
off.„

Some    long    time    ago    the
Editor  saw  at  Henley-on-Thames  a
model   of   the   Timothy   Hackworth
locomotive      Samson,      the     first
locomotive    to    be    used    in    Nova
Scotia-a locomotive which survives
in  New  Glasgow.  NS.    Meccano  3in.
pulleys  in  black,  studded  with  black
bolts,   looked   just   right   for   the   six
driving wheels of the  Samson, which
are     of     black-painted     cast
iron-except  for  the  pulley  grooves.
Now   with   the   Sangster-Champoux
3in.  flanged  wheel,  who'll  be  first  to
model the Samson?

Not  from  a  Current  Manual:    The
advertisement below was too good not
to  reprint  (with  the  permission  ot the
original  advertiser).    We're  not  sure
where  they  got  the  inspiration.     It's
one    of    a    series    of    the    firm's

newspaper ads; others are in a similar
vein, but not inspired by our hobby.

Morewinter:    Postscript     to     the
December     modeling     challenge,
Canadian  Winter:    the West  London
Meccano     Society     Newsletter     for
December    bade    all    Meccanomen
Happy  Christmas,  with `a  Christmas
tree  on  its  cover  made  of  six  large
and eighteen small Triangular plates,
studded    with     Handrail    Supports,
upside  down,  representing  candles.
And  a  note from  Phil  Bradley which
follows  on  the  mention  in  CMrv last
June of the Scherzer rolling lift bridge
at    Smiths     Falls,     Ont.         Phil     is
experimenting with a Scherzer model
using     sandwiched     large-tooth
Quadrants    and    large-tooth    Flack
Strips.     The  lifting  drive  is  also  by
rack and  pinion-using plastic track
and plastic sprockets.

Chipped  Clips:    Have you,  like the
Editor, thrown away any Spring Clips
with  broken  wings?    (How  often  do
you    use    them    anyway?)        Alan
Partridge     in     the      /nternafi.ona/
Meccanoman    Colour    Extra    1996
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CATARAQUI CABINETS
6 1 9 0'Cormor Drive
RIngston. Ontario K7P 1]9
(613) 389-9295

recommends using them with
both    wings     removed,    as
spacers in tight spots, and to
protect  the  threads  of  bolts
used as studs, cog teeth, etc.
Bright  Bolts:    Grungy  nuts
and bolts can be cleaned and
brightened  by  shaking  them
in  a  (tight-tapped)  glass  jar
with just enough "Dunk" de-
greasing     fluid     to     cover."Dunk"  is  a petroleum  based

detergent fluid from Canadian
Tire;     other     brands     are
probably  available from  auto
supply  stores.      Faster  and
easier    than    tumbling    with
crushed      walnut     shells,
200-grit`   Carborundum   and
burnishing    soap,    wllich    is
what the Editor has previously
done.       The   Carborundum
treatment  removes  old  brass
plating;        "Dunk"    brightens
thebrass    plating.        "Dunk"
does  not  remove  really  bad
rust.
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Rescued  by Meccano:   What to do
when   you're   wearing   a   shirt   with
French  cuffs  and  you  lose one cuff-
link?    No  spares,  but  in  the  toolbox
were  two  Fjshplates  and  a  half-inch
bolt.     Spacing  the  Fishplates  apart
using  three  nuts  produced  a  repair;
and since it was at the Hobby Show,
an entirely appropriate accessory.

Phil  Kraaikamp  reports:     A  small
Meccano   bush   wheel   (p/n   518,   6
holes)  will  match  a  Trix  strip,  using
#6-32 bolts.

Sticking    into   Corners:       Florist's
green   sticky   compound,    used   for
making  floral  arrangements,  is  good
for holding nuts or bolts on the end of
a screwdriver or finger, in order to get
them  into  difficult crevices.    But  it  is
so good that it's almost impossible to
remove when the model is torn apart.
Remove it with  "Dunk"   (see  above).
Or,  instead,  use a dab of the  red  or
yellow wax which coats Dutch cheese
(Edam  or  Gouda).    Holds  nuts  well,
but comes off cleanly.

Double  Setscrews  Again:    A  new
garage  door  showed  the  solution  to
the  slipping  setscrew  problem;   and
Alberto  Plichini  has  confirmed  it with
his     large-diameter     axle     system
(Constructor     Quarterly,     T\o.16).
Civer  and  over  it  had  been  said,  to
prevent slippage of a wheel on a rod,
use two setscrews.  A couple of feeble
voices have retorted that the slippage
is  just  as   bad  with   two  setscrews.
Answer:   The two setscrews must be
at   right   angles.     Two  se`  screws
180°  apart  work  against each  other.
Two  setscrews  at  right  angle  work
together    to    increase    the    friction
against  the  bore  of  the  boss.     But
Meccano  bosses  are  not  tapped  at
90°!    Possible  answers:  (1)    use two
bosses,  tor  example  by  bolting  two
bush wheels together, with the tapped
holes  at  right  angles-but  this  may
produce     a     minor     twist     in     the
assembly.       (2)    Drill   and    tap   the
Meccano  boss  at  right  angle  to  the
original tapped  hole.   Or the counsel
of  desperation:    use  a  small  square
(pillar) file to make a small flat on the

rod.      Plods   are  a   lot  cheaper  that
brassware.

Mechanisms:  A reader demanded of
CMIV "less Meccano history and more
mechanisms".   We'll do what we can
but we depend  on  readers  to  supply
the  ideas  (and  drawings  to  match!).
International     Meccanoman     (whiich
we're   always   quoting)   always   has
pages of "Modelbuilding Technology".
The  January  1997  issue  mentioned
our John Wapshott`s flashing lights on
models.          Other     items     included
wingnuts,    reducing   slack   (play)   in
Meccanograph bearings; making large
pulleys  from  obtuse  angle  brackets;
Meccano   versions   of   a   turnbuckle;
and  narrow  tires  made  from  O-ring
cord  (from  auto  suppliers).    Also,  a
neat     pocket-size      metric/imperial
conversion      table!            Consfruofor
Qua/fer/y  (December)  too  has  neat
mechanical  ideas:    a  five-holes-in-
line-drill      gearing;      electrical
connections  with  a  rotating  object;  a
new  version   of  the  Constantinesco
torque  converter;   and  trom   Alberto
Plichini,  new versions of large (25cm)
roller bearings.

Corner   Coupling:      There   was   a
mention   somewhere  that  a   Marklin
coupling  has  a  different  hole  pattern
than  a  Meccano  coupling.    Actually,
the    Marklin    part    (141,    or    11718,
Kupplungsmuffe)   might  be  called  a
Corner Coupling.  Unlike the Meccano
part,  its cross bores are not axle-rod
size  a/  tapped  all  the  way  through.
They take and axle rod half way, and
are  threaded  on  the  opposite  side.
And  each  of  the  three  sets  ot  cross
bores  has  this  arrangement  at  right
angles-so  that  at  one  end  of  the
part,    for    instance,    two    bolts    or
threaded    rods   will   screw   into   the
coupling at right angles.   The Marklin
coupling   will   not  take   a   rod   thrust
right   through   it   crosswise,   as   the
Meccano  part  will.     But  having  two
threaded bores only 1/4 inch apart can
be an advantage in some tight spots.
Unfortunately  the  Marklin  bores  are
only  4mm,  and  will  not  really  accept
Meccano  rods.    It's  necessary  to  use
Marklin  rods  with  them  (or  ream  the
holes out to fit 4.1 mm Meccano rods).

I
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Want:            Windows      for      Multikit
cabs-even  a  broken  one;  Merkur
parts or sets; Trix parts or sets.   Phil
Kraaikamp,  Box  431,  Cross field  AB
TOM OSO (403) 946-5530.

Offer:   4 black Multikit seats, 3 black
grilles/headlights.    For sale or trade,
Meccano Standard Mechanisms book
in  German;  models  shown  are  from
the  blue/gold  era.     Phil  Kraaikamp,
address above.

Offer:  Meccano current and obsolete
parts (incl. digger bucket, #113 Girder
Frames,   early   parts,   etc.),   almost
every  part  for  No.10  set;  cheap  but
limited  quantity;  send  list  of  wants,
specify  colours  desired.    Note:  Most
strips/plates will be supplied sfrl.pped
bare    metal    ready    for    refini§hing;
original  red/green  in  poor  condition.
Some yellow parts/plates.   No.3 set in
1964 light red/green, good  box, $30;
no.6    set    in    light    red/green,    box
repaired,  $100;  no  manuals;  lots  of
parts available in light green to match
these  sets.    Dinky  Builder  (Mecoano
"Ideal   Construction   Toy   for   Young

Folks",  blue/yellow  panels  with  loop
and  pin  edges),  Sets  1  and  lA  and
many extra parts, fine condition, ideal
for caterpillar track for  large models,
$70.    Dinky Builder manual only,  $5.
Electric   motors:   E06   "cricket  ball",
red or black;  E15F`(S);  E20Pl  motors,

Don  F3edmond, 9 St. Catherine
Street,  Kingston ON K7K 3R9.

Editorial    confi.ntied from page 2
does  nor mean  CMAMAS  has  gone
out of business (what-again?).

Modeling    Challenge    tor    Ship-
builders:    A  Canadian  model  sug-
gestion  in  this  issue:   a World  War  11
corvette.  The drawing and article are
from Ji.A Gems (Fall 1996), the news-
letter  of  the  Marine  Museum  of  the
Great    Lakes   at   Kingston.       Their
courtesy   in   allowing   the   reprint   is
much appreciated. (Thanks also to the
Edmonton Journal tor allow.ing use ol
the story about David Williams.)
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CHRISTMAS IN OTTAWA
by Jerry Dubois

The day before leaving for the
Toronto Hobby Show, I was contacted
by  the  National  Museum  of  Science
and     Technology     via      answering
machine;  not  having  time  to  reply  I
put   it  on   hold   till   my   return.     This
contact, Miss Karla Curtain, proposed
that I display Meccano models for the
Museum as a Christmas display:   Dec
7-8    devoted     to     action     models
(moveable,    with    lights,    etc.),    the
second     weekend     (Dec.14-15)     to
miniature  models.    I  had  forewarned
Mike   Shaw   in   Ottawa,   and   I   saw
George  Turner  in  Toronto.    George
had just landed in Toronto after a four
week  stay  down   South,   lucky  guy!
They both agreed to further talk.

In  Toronto,   Lou   Boselli,   our
Erector representative and dealer, and
I   had  a  chat  which   resulted   in   his
providing   me  with   numerous  small
models.  Jim Henderson had a ball on
Saturday    putting  '  these    together.
These models had been written olf by
Meccano   lnc.   as   they   had   some
damage,  so  Lou  donated  seven  for
my   miniature   presentation   on   Dec.
14-15,  plus live from Mike Shaw and
two from me.

At  the  Museum,  the  display
location was between two large steam
engines (one CNPl, one CPP).   It was
agreed the model trains, and the rest,
would   occupy   the   space   between.
There  was   lots  of   room-it  would
easily    have    taken    all    the    space
occupied  by  Meccano  at the Toronto
show.   We had tour tables set up in a
I_I  position  with  our  backs  to  CNB
6400.   The small or miniature models
were  set  up  in  the  same  area  on  a
6x2ft table covered by gold cloth and
encased    under    a    large    Plexiglas
cover-very   nice,   in   full   view   but
away    from    roving    sticky    fingers.
Overall  the  Meccano  display  was  a
success.      It   also   contained   in   the
same     location     a     railway     setup,
aeroplanes,   war  tanks   and   various
other small toys.

Models  on  display  were:    By
Mike    Shaw,     Pick    Collette.s    road
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grader  (Canadian  Special  Model  5);
Keith    Cameron's    rack   and    pinion
locomotive (GMM  Supermodel  56);  a
Meccano Aeroplane Hide, and a 1965
Meccano  workshop.     From   George
Tilrner, Meccano Supermodel 22, the
1928 Traction Engine, featuring worm
and    chain    steering,    two    speeds
forward   and   reverse,   differential   to
rear    wheels,     and    screw     brake;
Meccano  Supermodel  19a,  the  1929
Steam  excavator  featuring  travelling,
slewing,   bucket   hoist   and   racking.
From    Jerry    Dubois,    the    Meccano
display  model  Octopus  Hide,  a  1962
Meccano     workshop;     a     Sangster
Meccanograph  as  modified  by  Keith
Cameron,      and      Keith's      Keilberg
Christmas    Carousel;    plus    various
boxed sets,  magazines and books.

P.S.   CNPl 6400 in the background of
the picture:   I  fired  this engine on  the
Ottawa-Montreal  passenger  run.     It
was  also one of tour assigned  to the
F3oyal    Train    for    the   visit    of    King
George  Vl   and  Queen   Elizabeth   in
1 938 .

It all Started with a No.10...
Mike Lacroix is spending four

months in Ottawa testing software for
software giant,  Corel Corporation,  as
part   of   the   University   of   Waterloo
coop program. Mike will be interested
to know that his boss,  Michael Cow-
pland,  got his start witli  a No.10 set.
A  March  8  article  in  the  Globe  and
Mail  F3eport on  Business,  reports:

"The   young   Mr.   Cowpland

saved     his     passion-as     he    still
does-for  engineering,  a  career  he
had  designs  on  since  he was  seven
years old  and was given  his first No.
10  Meccano  construction set,  one of
the  bigger  collections  of  nuts.  bolts,
gears and metal plates.

Forty-six     years     later,     a
lopsided     grin     creeps     onto     Mr.
Cowpland's   face   as   he   recalls   his
favourite   project:    a   walking    robot
powered by battery-operated motors.
The motorized robot is, of course, one
of  the  most  difficult  designs  in  the
Meccano world."

Not all ot us. of course, had a
No.  10  set  on  our  seventh  birthday,
but who-knows what we  might have
accomplished if we had.
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Lest We Forget Canada's Corvettes
By Francis MacLachlan

The  term  "Corvette"  was
borrowedbytheRoyalNavyfrom
the   French   navy   during   the
Napoleonic War.  A corvette was
a small ship-rigged vessel, smaller
than a frigate, able and handy and
used for a variety of chores when
frigates could not be spared.  The
term languished until resurrected
in 1940 to apply to a new breed of
escort  ship.  Designed  after  the
well-tried southern oceans steam
whale-catchers,  they were to  be
relatively cheap to build but have
the toughness and  seaworthiness
of  their  progenitors.   It   was
obvious  to  the  Admiralty  that
something was  needed FAST  to
provide  convoy  escort.  Like  the
frigates  of old,  there  were  not
enough  destroyers to  do the job
andthesethoroughbredscouldnot
be  built  fast  enough.   So  the
``Flower Class" corvette emerged.

In Canada, idle shipyards on
the  coasts  and  the  Great  Lakes

immediately geared up to build a
fleet  of these  little  ships  for  the
Royal     Canadian    Navy.     In
Kingston, the Shipyard which had
survived  largely  as  a  repair yard
due to its drydock, was suddenly
called  upon  to  start  building
corvettes. Perhaps the labour force
in the yard in the summer of 1939
was about 25 or 30 men, certainly
not much more. Yet in the summer
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of l940,  less than a year after the
start  of the war,  Kingston's first
corvette H.M.C.S. Napanee shirdin
the water.  This must be seen as a
colossal feet of organization !

I was a boy of l4, bent on a
Naval career when I went with my
father  to  witness  this  launching.
What   excitement!   After   the
launching, we were allowed to go
aboard and tour the ship, even in
her  very  unfinished  state.  Even
before she was launched, however,
the   second   hull   was   under
constmction. By the time the war
ended, Kingston  Shipyards had a
labour force of over 600 and had
built  12  corvettes in all,  9 for the
R.C.N.,  two  for the Royal Navy
and one for United States Navy, a
rate above 2  a year!

The  model  is  on  display  at
the  Marine  Museurn  of  the
Great  Lakes  in  Kingston.
Reprinted  by  permission  of
the  Museum.
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KOREAN STYLE
by Earl Pitts

Earl    reports    on    ai    1995    trip    to
Seoul,    and    his    discovery    of     a
Korean  construction   system.     This
report   was   delayed   while   it   was
offered   to   a -newsletter   specializ-
ing    in    .'other"    construction    sys-
terns.     Earl  brought  back  sets  and
parts,  which  were  of  much  interest
to   participants   in   the   1995   Hobby
Show, and eagerly tried out.

When     I     travel     to     other
countries   I   am   on   the   lookout   for
Meccano-the     real     thing     or
lookalikes.   This was  my third  trip to
Korea,  and  on  previous  trips  I  had
found  nothing  in  department  stores
(they  do  not  have  hobby  shops  as
such).          However,     hope    springs
eternal, and as I  left my room on the
13'h floor in downtown Seoul to visit a
new   mall-Lotte   World,   a  smaller
version  of  West  Edmonton   Mall-I
thought perhaps there would be a toy
store.    After  visiting  a  miniature  folk
museum on the fourth  floor. we took
an  elevator  to  tlie  second  tloor  and
looked at the shops in this huge mall.
Around  the corner there  appeared  a
toy store.   My eye was attracted to a
display of Lego,  and behind  it was  a
wall     display     of    other     types     of
construction  toys.     At  eye  level  my
gaze fell on a good-size box with a 3
in  the  corner  and  an  off-the-road
vehicle pictured.   The words were in
Korean but the pictures told a dif{erent
story.     Closer  examination  revealed
construction-type  parts-a  3  piece
wheel    assembly    resembling    1978
Meccano; red flat trunnions; etc.  This
really  got  my  attention.    I  asked  my
translator  to  assist  me  as  I  took  the
box  from  the shelf  and  placed  it  on
the counter.

I opened the end carefully and
removed   the   Styrotoam   container.
What   a   sight-construction   parts
under a clear plastic sealer.   It looked
like the proper hole spacing, but what
about the screws and threaded hubs?
Where  they  Whitworth  screw  sizes?
From  the wrench  it was  easy  to  tell
that the nut size was larger than the
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familiar  quarter-inch.    A  plastic  box
holding  the  small  hardware  showed
dome-headed  bolts,  brass  coloured.
Strips  were  grey,  much  like  Exacto
has  been.     The  instruction  manual,
pulled carefully from the box revealed
coloured photographs of each  model
and      detailed      pictures     of     the
construction steps.   In the front was a
parts   list-a  part   number,   Korean
description,  and  quantity  in  the sets.
Quickly perusing the list, I recognized
many standard parts.  The parts I had
never seen  before!   A  yellow braced
girder  has   extra  holes  vertically  at
each  end  and  in  the  centre.    A  flat
green   metal   part   can   be   used   to
provide  a  housing  around  a  wheel
side panel.    A  propeller  that presses
onto the end of a shaft.   A 3in. pulley
moulded  in yellow plastic is  excellent
work.    An  equivalent  of  the  flanged
sector plate is done in dark green.   A
crane-type  motor  is  mounted  on  a
bracket     with     an     external     gear
reduction   train  to  drive  a   19-tooth
plastic  pinion  at  a  50:1   reduction,  a
very  nice  design.    There  is  a  plastic
rack in a slider, the rack meshing with
a  19-tooth  pinion which can  be  held
in the slider to  drive the rack.   There
is  a clutch  mechanism to  disconnect
two     independent    drives    from     a
common  source.    Just  as there  is  a
choice  of  the  type  of  drives  from  a
Meccano   steam   engine,   the   clutch
mechanism    provided    this    with    a
combined set ot gears ot 57-tooth or
19-tooth  gears  in  the centre,  and  at
each  end  is  a  unique  plastic  chain
sprocket  or  belt  pulley.     The  other
unique   quality   is   the   input   drive,
which  can  be by a direct connecting
shaft,  or  to  a  plastic  spline  shaft  (a
little   larger   than   the   type   used   in
Technical  Lego).    A  group  of  black
plastic   gears    has   the    Lego-type
shafts.   A quarter curved clear plastic
housing     can     be     made     into     a
hemisphere   by  joining   tour   pieces,
and used in cab-type applications on
cranes  or  heavy  equipment  models.
A tank,  made lrom Set 4,  uses cabs
and   tracks   like   those  of   the   1970
Multikits.      Pled   sprockets   are   used

with plastic chain.   A plastic 19-and-
57-tooth  gear  has  a  common  brass
threaded  hub.    A  brass  coupling  is
without the transverse holes.  A 21/4in.
pulley has a 1/2in. pulley moulded into
the same  hub.    Next  to  it  is  a  11/2in.
pulley with a 19-tooth pinion moulded
to the same shaft.   There is a plastic
semicircular part, the same thickness
as  familiar blue plastic plates.   Their
equivalent  ol  the  ball  thrust  bearing
does  not have the sprocket drive on
one disc  A 11/2x21/2in. triangular metal
plate (not flexible) has a different hole
configuration on the hypotenuse.   An
unusual  piece  that  can  be  used  for
front  steering   mechanism  on  small
cars.   is   formed   to   be  the   kingpin
holder for the wheel and connector for
the  tie-rods  between  the  two  front
wheels.   Finally, a short crank, which
we would  make from  a crank plus a
threaded pin, is moulded plastic on a
tapped hub.

At  this  point  I   realized  that
others were waiting for me to continue
our  tour  of  the  mall,  so   I  carefully
returned the book and  Styrofoam to
the  carton  and  then  the  box  to  the
slielf .   I had time to note:  There were
No. 2, 5 and 6 sets displayed.   Each
box  had  a  cloth  carrying  case  with
zipper  and  extendable  strap.     The
translator confirmed that the address
and telephone nLimber of the manu-
facturer were on the back Of the box,
all in Korean.   The name on the box
translated     Scientific     Mechanical
Construction Kits.

I enjoyed the rest of my time in
the mall and rides. but wondered,  as
I got to the car to return to my lodging
place, how I would return to this store,
find  the  manufacturer,  and  see  if  I
couk] buy indwidual parts, and...

My bLisiness lecture schedule
was full for tlie next few days, but on
the fouth day I had the morning free.
During   the   intervening  days   I   had
figured  out  how  to  get  back  to  the
mall using the subway system.   That
moming   I  started  out  on   my  own.
After many stops and one transfer of
subways  (there  are  tour  systems  in
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Seoul)    I    was    back    at    the    mall,
retracing  my  steps  to  the  toy  store.
The  next  hour  was  spend  reviewing
the  No.5  and  6  boxed  sets.    To  this
point I had not handled the parts, only
shaking   the   boxes   and   trying   to
determine the thickness of the parts,
quality of the paint, etc.   Was there a
set larger than the No.6?  Were some
parts     plastic    or     metal?         Was
everything compatible?

Motors    and    battery    boxes
drew   my  attention.      Crane   motors
looked  exactly  like  the  familiar ones.
Two    D-type    battery    boxes    were
complete with the double arrow on the
side;   also,   they   had   developed   a
holder  to  mount  two  battery  packs
top-to-top so they could be operated
on   the   horizontal   for   running   two
motors.

Next question:   liow do  I cart
any sets back to Canada?   No room
in  my  luggage at this poin-t!  -I  left the
store with a No.2 and a No.3  in their
cloth   carrying   cases   and   headed
home on the subway.

The next week was busy but I
did   manage  to   have   my  translator
locate  the  factory  office  and  call  to
see      it      parts      were      individually
available-Yes!       Later   that   week
another     subway     ride     with     my
translator,  a taxi  ride and elevator to
the  third   floor   of   a   building   in   an
industrial   part   in   the   city   of   eight
million  people,  placed  us at the door
for   a   new   experience.      We   were
ushered.  into   a   room   with   a   long
display cabinet and a open floor area
with   risers.      Before   my   eyes  were
dozens   of   models   displayed   under
spotlights.    The  name  of  the  model
and the builder were in  front of each
model.    This  company  was  working
with  the school  system  in  Seoul  and
provided     parts     for     students     to
experiment with and create models of
all   types.       This   is   much   like   the
program that Ed Barclay has done in
Owen  Sound  with  the  local  schools.
The  gentleman  escorting  us  around
got  very  excited  when   I   mentioned"Meccano", as very few people would

know that term in Korea.  We then got

into serious dialogue.   I found out that
they had been producing this system
for  over  fifteen  years.     All  the  parts
were similar to Western systems, and
rod   sizes   and   hole   spacing   were
identical.     Threads  were  metric  but
are easily retapped to standard Whit-
worth   size.      The   new   parts   were
developed by them to meet the type of
system they wanted to make available
to the Korean public. They have made
quality parts, and the development of
plastic parts has been taken to a new
level.

The   next   room   had   a  wall
display  case  with  individual  parts  in
bins  numbered,   ready  to  be  picked
out  for  the  buyer.    I  was  handed  a
sheet of paper with the part numbers
(their system)  on  it and  a column  for
quantity.   For the next two hours I got
to  handle  the  new  parts  and  check
existing type parts.   I left with several
bags    of    goodies!        With    all    my
questions  answered,  and  finding  out
that   No.6.  is   the   largest   set,   we
headed   back   to   the   subway   and
home.    I  now  had  time to  look  more
carefully     at     each     part      I      had
purchased,     and     review     all     the
manuals,  as  I  had  purchased  copies
of these also.   Other questions arose,
and  not being  able to phone and call
because  of  the  language  situation,  I
found  it  necessary  to  make  one  last
trip back to the office.

During my last week in Seoul,
while  in  another section  ot the  city,  I
was   close   to   a   subway   line   and
headed  back to the office of the firm.
With    my   questions    in    hand    and
translator at my side,  I closed my last
visit  with   a  promise  to   send  some
photographs  of the  Meccano  display
at the International Centre to my new
friends,    and    let   them    see   some
awesome   Meccano   models!      They
were glad to meet someone who was
aware  of  the  Meccano  system   and
could  update them  on  developments
since  Binns  Road  days  in  Liverpool.

I    have    a    list   of   the    new
standard   parts  they  are  producing,
with prices in Canadian dollars.  If you
are interested,  please write to  me.

by Nell Fraser
The  unused  letters  are  not  the  only
ones building  models...

F] T E N T H u S I A S T
E S L E T A L P H S I F
V I E 8 F] I D G E E A S
I 0 C 0 L E H S V I E E

F) H T I E D u I I) T a C
D N F] L D F T a 0 I I 0
W W 0 E 0 0 R N R F] E N
E 0 N F] M 0 A C C C N D
F) Ft I 0 u C S u I F] I H
C 8 C N C B I 8 U I) a A
S 0 D E U A L P L A N N
L N M S F) 0 H C N A E D

anchors
boiler
bridge
brownhoist
circular
electronic
engine
enthusiast
fairground
fishplate
fuse

grub
locomotive
meccanotes
model
oil

plan
screwdriver
secondhand
subscribe
tenth

LIMERICAL -
MECCANO

CMrv  readers   are   evidently
solid,     down-to-nuts-and-bolts
people,   not  given   to  fantasizing   or
poetizing.   That's the only conclusion
the    Editor    can     draw    from    the
deafening    silence    in    response   to
Meccanocal limericks.  Here's the one
response to the adventures of Wilbur
M.  Holz:
Impecunious      Wilbur      M.      Holz
Found his  Meccano  had  not  enough
bolts.
Said  he, "What can  I do?
lt's like have but one shoe,
or a battery that's low on volts."

From  Bill  Bardutz
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ANOTHER CANADIAN WINTER MODEL

HIGHWAY SNOWPLOW
A freelance model of a typical

liighway snowplow, this design uses a
number  of  recently  introduced  small
Meccano parts.  Its colour is "highway
yellow"   using  many Highway Multikit
parts, but it is not confined to any one
set.      Typical   features   ol   a   heavy
wedge plow are modeled: wing blade,
dump  body  and  salt/grit  distributor;
but there is no chassis detail  (motor,
drivetrain,   suspension   or   steering),
and  the  hydraulic  adjustment  of  the
blades    is    only    suggested.        The
"winterized" cab is only outlined.

Chassis:   Two  19-hole  Flat
Girders  (103A)  are  lengthened  three
holes by short Flat Girders, and held
parallel by a number of 3-hole Double
Angle Strips  (48): one at the bottom
rear  hole.  one  in  the top  hole fourth
from the rear, one (llat side up) in the
top ninth  hole from  the  rear,  one  in
the to hole seventh from the front, one
in the bottom hole third from the front.
Axles will be journalled in two pairs of
Curved Strips (90A) overlapping from
the  last  rear  hole  forward,  and  in  a
pair Of 2-hole Triangular  Plates  (77)
attached at the third and fourth holes
from the front. (Note 1 )   Several units

are    then     made    separately    and
attached to the chassis.

Engine Hood:  A pair of 5x3-
hole Flanged  Plates (51 ) for the sides
are joined by their flanges at the rear
to  a 7x3-hole  Flat  Plate (748) which
crosses  the  rear  of  the  hood  and  is
also the front ot the cab; and by a 5-
hole  Narrow  Strip  (235)  across  the
tops of the front flanges, and a 5-hole
Strip (5) across the bottom holes.   To
these  Strips  bolt  another  5x3-hole
Flanged Plate upright tor the radiator,
and to its top end a 5x5-hole Flexible
Plate for the top of the hood.   To the
bottom   front   hole   ol   the   Flanged
Plates at each side, attach a Pleversed
Angle   Bracket   pointing   down   and
inward,  and a Double Bracket on the
same bolt, middle face forward.   Two
more  Peversed  Angle  Brackets  and
two  Angle  Brackets  are  attached  at
the fourth  bottom  hole ot the plates.
To  the  Double  Brackets  and  Angle
Brackets   attach   two   5-hole   Angle
Girders,  as  fenders.    On tap  of  the
Angle Girder on the right side, a stack
of  three  plastic   1/2in.  pulleys without
boss  (23BP)  is held on a long bolt to
represent  the  air  tiller.     Attach  the
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hood   unit   to   the   frame   using   the
F]eversed Angle Brackets, leaving one
frame hole protruding at the front.  To
the  front  of  each  Double  Bracket  a
suitable   lieadlight   is   added.      The
model  shown  used  British  Columbia
Meccano  Club  gin.   Flanged  wheels.
But as there headlights will be hidden
behind    a    plow   blade,    a    Narrow
Fishplate  is  added  at  the  top  front
corner of the hood, and to these extra
headlights are added.   To the bottom
Of the rear Flat Pate, add two 3-hole
Strips     on     each     side     pointing
downward,     outside     the     cliassis
girders.  (See Note 3)

Cab:  The rear wall is another
7x3-hole  Flat  Plate  lying  crosswise.
To each upper corner bolt the bottom
slotted hole of a 4-hole Angle Girder
(9E); across tlieir tops a 7-hole Angle
Girder (98), and by the same bolts a
5-hole  Narrow  Double  Angle  Strip
(236D)  on  each  side.    Tlie  top  is  a
7x3-hole   Flexible   Plate.      Its   front
corners  are  bolted  to  Narrow  Angle
Brackets whicli in turn are attached to
the tront ends of the Narrow Double
Angle Strips.   Across the front Of the
cab is a 7x5-hole Transparent Plate,
the top edge nipped between a 7-hole
Narrow  Strip   inside  and   a  5-hole
Narrow Strip outside.   Also attached
to    the    Narrow    Strips     are    two
windshield  wipers.     On  this   model
there  were  miniature  non-Meccano
eyebolts   rield   on   by   #440   bolts
(obtainable  at  a  hobby  shop).    The
bottom     edge    of    the    windshield
overlaps  the  rear  Flat  Plate  Of  the
hood, and its outer edges are trimmed
with  5-hole  Narrow  Strips  bolted  to
the rear ol the hood.

Inside  the  rear  Flat  Plate,  a
Trunnion flange-upward holds a 5x3-
hole Flanged Plate (51 ) extended by a
3x2-hole Flanged  Plate (51A) tor the
cab seat. (Note 4)  Across the Double
Angle  Strip  in  the  chassis  seventh
hole trom  the  front,  bolt  a 5x3-hole
Flanged Plate, using a lgin. Bolt onto
which  has been slipped  a black Pod
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Connector.   This forms a gearshift or
control  lever.    on  a  11/2in.  Bolt slip a
small   Steering   Wheel   (20mm,   321)
followed  by  a  washer  and  another
black Rod Connector.   Bolt this to an
Obtuse Angle Bracket which in turn is
bolted to the rear plate of the hood.

The sides ofthe cab do  not
actually open.  The upper part of each
is   a   5x5-hole   Transparent   plate,
edged at the top by a 4-hole Narrow
Strip   overlying   the   Narrow   Double
Angle Strip.   The lower part of each
side   is   made   of   three   5x3-hole
Flexible   plates,   two   horizontal   and
one vertical,  overlapped so the main
part of the door is 5 holes wide and 4
high,     with     the     forward     corner
extending down one additional hole.
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To this bottom  extension  bolt a 3x2-
hole   Flanged    Plate   (51A),   Ilanges
upward.    The  bottom  corners  ot  the
rear   plate   of   the   cab   carry   Angle
Brackets  which  hold  the  door,   and
also   lin.   Pleversed   Angle   Brackets
(124)    pointing    inward    and    down.
Door  handles  are  made  of  a  Collar
and   Pallet   Pin   (251).      The   cab   is
bolted  to  the  chassis  girders  by  the
Pleversed  Angle  Brackets  at the  rear
corners, and by the 3x2-hole Flanged
Plates.

A warning light is mounted on
the  cab  roof  on  a  2xl-hole  Narrow
Angle Bracket (Note 2).

Dump   Hoist:      Immediately
behind  the  cab,  on  the  left  side,  a
Double Bent Strip (45) is bolted to the
outside   of   the   Flat   Girder,   in   the
bottom  row of  holes,11'h  to  13'h from
the front.   Opposite  it  in  the  12'h  hole

?nfstehrte:ig#.sis:|tg;rfo::,ct#;toiTwraor::
Make   a   box   frame   from   two   tin.
Double Angle  Strips with  centre  hole
(48E)   joined   across   their   ends   by
Fishplates.   Leave one bolt out ot one
corner;   the   Fishplate   must   have   a
round  hole  at  this  point;  double  the
Fishplate.     Into  the  Pleversed  Angle
Bracket insert a 11/2in.  Plod carrying a
tin.     Bush     Wheel     (518)     with     a
Threaded  Pin  in  one  hole.    Pun  the
rod into the little box so that the rod is
in   the   middle   hole   of   one   D.A.S.
(48E), the other middle hole is on the
gin.  Bolt,  and the free hole of the box
is  on  the  upper  side  and  away  from
the handwheel.   The free  hole will be
nearly centred in the chassis when the
box touches the left f rame girder.   On
the  rod  place  a  %in.  Contrate  (29).
Place  an  Adaptor  for  Screwed  Plod
(173A) on  the end  ot  a 3in.  Screwed
Rod,  and  lock it with  a nut.   Pun the
Adaptor  into the free  hole in  the box
frame, and onto its stem fix an  1 1 ,  12
or     13-tooth     pinion     with      shorl
grubscrew, the grubscrew end at the
centre of the box.   the Threaded  Plod
should  turn  freely  but  without  play.
Pack washers behind the Contrate so
it  meshes  closely  but  treely  with  the
Pinion,  and the side of the  box  rests
against    the    frame    girder.         The
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Screwed F}od will thread into a 4-hole
Collar     (140Y)     held     in     a     Double
Bracket   on   the   front  of   the   dump
body.

Dump  Body:     Attach  three
Obtuse  Angle  Brackets  to  each  long
flange  of  a  Flanged  Plate  (52).    The
Brackets may have to be opened out
slightly tlatter than  normal.   To these
lasten an  11 x3-hole Flexible Plate on
each  side.     To  the  upper  edges  of
these    attach    more   Obtuse    Angle

Parts Pequired :
2x4                           111Dxl
3xl                           111Fx2
5x3                         115xl
6Ax4                    124x2
9x2                        125x4
9Bxl                     126xl
9Dx2                    126Ax3
9Ex2                    140Yxl
10x3                      165x3
11x4                       173Axl
llAxl                  188xl0
12x5                      189x4
12Cxl3               190xl
14xl   (6")             190Axl
15Bx3                  192xl
16xl                      212x6
16Ax2                  213x2
17x3                     214x2
18Ax2                  221   x2
23BP x9             222 x2
26Nxl                 235x3
(or 26Pl)                 235B  x  1
27Fxl                  235Hx2
29xl                    236Dx2
45xl                    239x4
48x7                   239Bxl
48Ex2                 251  x2
51x5                      321xl
51Ax3                  331Nx6
51C  x  1                   BCMC§" flanged
52  x  1                     wheels  x2
59x7                    Nuts   &   bolts   x
63  x  1                      120±
74B x 2                Washers x 240±
77  x 2                     Miniature
80C  x  1                 eyebolts x 2
90A  x 4                 Nuts/Bolts
103A  x2              #4-40 x2
103F x 2

Brackets which hold an 11 -hole Strip
on  each  side;  the  Strips  should  be
straight  on  edge.     The  front  of  the
body is made of two 5x3-hole Flexible
plates    sandwiching    two    5x3-hole
Triangular  Flexible  Plates  (221),  and
topped   by   two   overlapped   Semi-
circular     plates     (214).         Bolt    this
sandwich  to  a 5-hole  Flat  Girder,  in
turn bolted to the front short flange of
the  baseplate.    The  Double  Bracket

::rerys:3u:d4e-rh8°:ft::#aorn(g|#go#)!ti:
stood  ott  trom  the  upper  row  of  the
Flat  Girder by washers.   The  rear of
the   dump   body   is   two   4x5-hole
Triangular    Flexible     Plates,     points
downward,  joined  across  the  middle
by  a  Flat  Trunnion  apex  down.    To
the Flat Trunnion and the rear flange
of   the   baseplate   is   attached   the
salt/grit   distributor.        A    11/2in.    Bolt
hangs loose in a Double Bracket and
carries   a   plastic   Multipurpose  gear
(27F)  at  its  lower  end.    The  Double
Bracket,      a     2xlx2-hole      Double
Bracket(llA),      and      a     2xl-hole
Flanged  Plate  (51C)  are  nested  and
bolted   to   the   outside   of   the   Flat
Trunnion   so   the   distributor   wheel
(plastic gear)  hangs below the body.
Bolt   a   3-hole   Double   Angle   Strip
crosswise under the third  holes from
the  rear  ot ~the   Flanged   Plate;  this
pivots on a 21/2in. 'F}od in the rearmost
upper   hole   of   the  chassis   girders.
Fled 1/2in.  plastic pulleys are mounted
at the bottom corners of the back as
taillights.

Plow Blade:  An 11x5 and an
1 1 x3-hole  Flexible  plate are  given  a
curve across their long dimension, the
11 x3-hole plate more sharply curved
that the larger one (Note 5).  A 5-hole
and  a 7-hole Strip are each curved,
more  sharply  toward  one  end.    The
plates  are  bolted  together  with  the
curved   Strips   behind   (outside   the
curve). overlapping 3 holes at the left
side (of the plow) and only one hole at
the  right  side.     An  11-hole  Strip  is
bolted  to  the  blade  face  (inside  the
curve)  at  the  bottom  edge,  and  an
11 -hole Angle Girder across the rear
(outside  the  curve)  three  holes  from
the bottom.   Two  Flat Trunnions  are



bolted to a 3-hole Double Angle Strip,
with  two  3-hole  Strips  spacing  the
Trunnions    apart.       The    D.A.S.    is
attached to the bottom front holes of
the   chassis   girders   by   locknutted
bolts.    The apex  of  the  Trunnions  is
slipped  over  the  middle  Hole  of  the
Angle Girder,  and held by a 1/2in. Bolt
run  up  from  the  bottom  through  the
boss  of  a  Swivel  Bearing  (165)  and
held  with  a  hex  nut.    A  2in.  Rod  is
inserted   into   a   centre   hole   of   the
radiator,  and  into the swivel collar of
the     Bearing,      representing      the
hydraulic  blade lift.    Two  F3od-and-
Strip  Connectors  (212)  are  bolted  to
the Angle Girder, two holes each side
of centre.   From these,  two rods  run
back horizontally to further Pod-and-
Strip  Connectors  bolted  to the  upper
row of holes in the chassis,  one hole
behind the front axle and spaced f rom
the  girders  by  washers,  to  clear  an
intervening bolt head.  The rod on the
right  side  is  shorter  that  the  left,  so
the blade  is  at  about  a 30°  angle to
the    right.         While    the    hydraulic
movements     are     dummies,     there
should be enough stiff play so that the
blade can  be carried  raised from the
ground, or lowered to touch.

Wing BIade:   To the back of
the  cab  at  the  right  corner,  an  11-
hole  Angle  Girder   is   bolted,   round
holes   outward   and   pointing   to  the
rear,  projecting  two  holes  above  the
cab  roof.    To  this  is  fastened,  by  a
Collar at the top and bottom  holes,  a
6in. Plod. (This is not a listed standard
length, but can usually be found.)  On
this  rod  slide  a  Coupling,  and  below
the   lower   Collar    is   fixed    another
Collar, to which the bottom hole of the
narrow end of the wing  blade will  be
fixed.

The wing blade is also curved,
made  of  a  11x3-hole  Flexible  Plate
and two 5x3-hole Flexible Plates, with
a  curved  5-hole  Strip  at  the  outer
end.   The bottom  hole of the narrow
end, fixed to the Collar at the bottom
of  the  vertical   rod,   is  the  pivot  on
which the blade swings up when  it is
not in use.   To the back of the blade
bottom,  five  holes  out,  a  F]od-and-
Strip  Connector  is  spaced  from  the

blade by washers on a gin. Iocknutted
bolt.   To the top threaded liole of the
Coupling  on  the  vertical  rod  is  fixed
another  Connector,   and  a  3in.   rod
joins  the  two.   At the third  hole from
the outer  end  of the blade,  a  Swivel
Bearing  (165) is fastened to the back
of the blade by a 1/2in. Bolt through its
swivel  collar.    A  31/2in.  F3od joins  this
Bearing to the collar of another Swivel
Bearing,  mounted  on  a  long  Allen-
head  Pivot  Bolt  in  the top  row of the
chassis,   midway  between   the   right
rear wheels.    Both  of these bearings
must swivel.   When the blade is lifted
out  of  use,  it  stands  upright  against
the  cab,  and  the  grubscrew  of  the
sliding   Collar   must  be  tightened   to
hold  it.

Notes:

1.     Any  wide-tread   Meccano   road
wheels  will  do,  but  they should  be a
matching set of six.   This model used
1%in.   rubber  wheels  (331N)  on  4in.
rods.

2.      Snowplows   carry   a   distinctive
warning  light which  shows  front  and
rear.     In  Ontario  this  is  blue,  but  it
may be different elsewhere.   Blue is a
police  colour  in  some  areas.    Since
there   is   no   suitable   Meccano   blue
item, two red 1/2in. plastic pulleys have
been used.
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3.     There  is  sufficient  space  in  the
hood   for  a  small   motor,   and   also
clearance  for  steering;  but  the  gear
drive  tor  the  dump   hoist   interferes
with  a  driveshaft  to  the  rear wheels.
Front-wheel  drive  could  be  used  if
steering is not installed.

4.   Two Corner Flanged  plates (51D)
or   3x2-hole   Flanged   plates   (51A)
could   be   used   for   the   cab   seat
instead,  and  the  cab  could  be  then
shortened  to  four  holes  (2in.)  front-
to-back,    giving    and    even    more
massive effect to tlie hood.   The wing
blade mounting on the upright Angle
Girder  should  then  be  mounted  on
Double Brackets 1/2in.  behind tlie cab.

5.  Worn Flexible Plates were used for
the plow blades, not because they had
to be curved, but because the blades
would be scraped in use.
6.   There are some tight corners and
bolts    screwed    into    brass    fittings,
where     short     (4mm)     bolts     are
advisable.  On a small model this size
ordinary bolts and Meccano wasliers
look oversized.   Small washers have
mostly  been  used  on  this  model.    If
available,  the use of setscrew (69) is
suggested.

- .  o ...... o  .  a -o-.-.-.  a  a  .  a  a ®  a  a a
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1931,   when  A.G.   Gilbert  had  bought  Meccano  Co.   of  America
and  was  still  marketing  "Meccano"  sets.    The  rest  of  this
rig  is  Binns  Road  and  French  Meccano  of  various  periods;
it  was  chained  together  by  Don  Redmond  for  a  1996  show.
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CANADIAN MECCANOTES

PLAY IN BEARINGS, BACKLASH IN GEARING
ln     Meccano     Nieuws,    the

Magazine     of      Meccano      Gilde
Nederland.  F.  F]oost has had several
articles     dealing      with      problems
encountered      in      building      a
Meccanograph.   His ideas have been
translated   by   Ted   Van   Klink   and
brought together in this summary.

In my eager attempts to build
a    Meccanograph    I    came   to    the
conclusion   that   you   don't   succeed
only by being  handy.   The thing was
full  of  backlash.    Probably  I  am  not
the  only  one  who  has  wrestled  with
this  problem,  nor  the  only  one  who
has found a solution for it, but I have
never seen the solution described.

Side-play   in  a  shafts    The
simplest mctllod of minimalizing play
is by means of a spring hooked to the
shaft with the play in it, the other end
of the spring  being fastened to some
point.      This   however   is   the  worst
method,  because  a  metal  spring  will
over  time   create   a   groove   in   the
rotating shaft.   Tliis method can only
be used in order to check if a setup is
free of play,  and  then only for slow-
running shafts!

Another  way   is   to   place   a
half-inch  pulley  (238)  loose  on  the
shaft  which  has  the  play  in  it.     An
elastic band  (driving  band)  is  placed
around  the  loose  pulley  and  pulled
tight  to  some  anchor  point.      Don't
forget  to  apply  a  drop  of  oil  to  the
shaft and  loose pulley.   This  method
still    creates    wear,     because    the
lubricant is quickly used up, and wear
will  set  in.    With  regular applications
of oil. and low r.p.in. of the shalt, this
setup  is  quite  satisfactory.    (ln  case
you have any doubt as to how high or
low  r.p.in.  shaft  speed,  the  speed  is
most  likely  on  tlie  high  side.)     The
sketch  is  self-explanatory.    8  is  an
elastic band, probably doubled; items
A  are small  felt washers.   These are
slightly   thicker   than.   but   have   the
same  diameter  as,  a  Meccano  #38
washer.   Lubricant is fed to the shaft
more  evenly.     Installing  a  #5  Strip
also  doubles  the  bearing  surface  of
the shaft.   (Mcocano Ivi.euws 13:3)
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J3ack/ash:      In   a  drive  train
with spur gears there is almost always
backlash.   In most cases this is not a
problem  except  that  it  can  generate
noise.      In   the   real   world   a  simple
practical solution was found long ago.

Two   gears,   both   with   the
same number of teeth, can be made
to lie next to each other by fifing one
gar  over  the  boss  of  the  other.    By
means    of    a    common    tensioning
device  one  gear   is   forced  back  in
relation  to  the  other.     The  result  is
that the slack between the driving and
driven  gear is taken  up,  and  noise is
no longer a problem.  This is not easy
to    duplicate    in    Meccano    but    in
principle we can.  (See  Fig.1)   ln  Fig.
2 one gear is specially altered.   Gear
A is a standard part ne7.   From gear
8,  also  a #7,  the boss  is  removed
and  the  resulting  hole enlarged so  it
slips  over  the  boss  of  the  gear  A..
Ring C is required to create space for
the elastic band.   This ring C is made

of  a  piece  of  1/2in.  outside  diameter
copper tubing.   The width of this  ring
must  be  such  that,  when  gear  a  is
fitted in its proper location, the boss of
gear A projects 3mm past the face of
gear   8.       This   3mm   projection   is
required in order to anchor the elastic
band.   The solution  in  Fig  2.  requires
less space that than  shown  in  Fig.  1.
The twist of one gear in relation to the
other need only be a couple of teeth.
If  the  twist  becomes  greater  that  a
couple  of  teeth,  excessive  wear  will
occur.   (Meccano Nieuws 14`.3}
•Tran§lator's  and  Editor's  note:    The

hole   in  gear   a   would   have  to   be
accurately done.    If  not  it would  lead
to  a whole new set of complications.
Also,  this  method  could  be  done  on
any size of gears.  Gear discs without
boss    are    available    from     Exacto
(Argentina),  but  the  holes  in  Exacto
gear  discs  still  require  to  be  slightly
enlarged   to   fit  over   Meccano   gear
boss.



ALBERTA ACTION
David Williams reports:

Presented   in  this  article  are  some
of   the   Albertai    Meccanomen    who
often attend  hobby  shows  and  other
venues with Meccano displays.

Phil Kraaikamp (Crossfield)

Phil has attended most of the
hobby  shows  and   exhibitions.      He
always     puts     on     an     impressive
display-how  does  he  fit  so  much
stuff into his vehicle?  The centrepiece
ol  his  exhibit  is  a  huge  ferris  wheel
but  he  has  an  impressive  array  of
other   models   as   well.      His   Giant
Blocksetting    Crane    always    works
flawlessly  when   he  shows  it  off  to
visitors.    Vehicles  are one of  his  big
interests-he  has  a  wide  variety  of
trucks  (many  equipped  with  hard  to
find  187b  tires).    His  road  Grader  is
all  set  to  remove  the  mountains  of
snow we've been  having  this  winter.
He   has   a   large     display   of   Army
vehicles  built  using  Army  kit  parts.
He has a "Tricky Track" that teatures
a small locomotive that winds its way
around    a   figure    8   track.        More
recently,   he   built   a   version   of   Ed
Barclay's .'gear demonstration" model.

Phil     recently     moved     his
collection   to   larger   quarters   in   his
farm's  machine  shop.     Considering
the  size  of  his  collection,  that  must
have been a huge task.

Phil's      son      has      an
accompanying   display   build    using
Merkur,  a  metal  collection  set  from
Czeckoslovakia.

Bill Cook (Calgary)

When  I  first met him,  Bill  had
an impressive model of the twin Beam
Steam  Engine  super  model  no.32  in
immaculate  red-green  Meccano  and
his  "Peanut  Machine",  a  large  crane
grab      model      from      Constructor
Quarterly.  Other models he had build
include  the  tower  Crane  1/20  scale,
Bubble     Blower,     Bouncer    and     a
Meccano Motor Chassis model.

He's had his  Peanut Machine
out  a  several  exhibitions  tending  its

controls   and   vending   peanuts   and
candy  to   hordes  of  kids.     5  cents
gave all  the  kids  a  chance  to  snag
peanuts,   gum   or   candy   with   the
crane grab.     Others  were  enthraled
with the continuous stream of bubbles
from the bubble blower.  His son often
tend    his    Tower    Crane,    showing
visitors how to negotiate loads around
a   worksite.      It   flawlessly   travelled,
swivelled,    raised    and    lowered    its
loads.

Dr. Eric Sinton (Red Deer)

Erie   brings   new   models   to
every   show,       His   flack   &   Pinion
Locomotive travelled continuously up
and   down   its   inclined   track.      His
Flying  Helicopter whirled around  and
around   tlawlessly   under  his   expert
control.  His Bubble Blower captivated
young and old alike.   At the last fled
Deer  show  his   Skaters   model   had
everyone wondering "how do they do
that?"        I    liked    his    "Bicyclist"    so
much that   I   made   my  own   (static)
imitation.     His  super  Meccanograph
was     finely     Grafted     to     produce
immaculate images wortliy of framing.
Eric  also  had  an  interest  in  Temsi
sohe   has   brought    along    models
constructed      using      this      Dutch
System.

Cordon Frank  (Edmonton)

Cordon   just   got   back   into
Meccano  recently.    He  has  a big  set
(set  9+)  from  his  early  days,  caught
the Meccano bug again, purchased a
bunch   more   Meccano,   and   started
building.       He   displayed   his   Giant
Blocksetting   Crane   powered   by   an
E15P   motor   at   the   last   Pled   Deer
show.          He     promises     that     he'll
something  even  more  impressive  at
the next show.

Jim Cormack (Calgary)

Jim  hasn't  been  active  lately
as    he    has    been    pursuing    other
interests.  However, as I can attest, he
has the largest collection of Meccano
in Alberta.   He owns some rare items
such  as  a  large  red  &  gold  geared
roller  bearing.    His  largest  model,  a
giant lift shovel,  is modelled after one
at  Ft.  MCMurray.
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Flay Dymond (Airdre)

Play   also   hasn't   too   been
active in  the past few years.   One of
his   last   appearances   was   at   the
Calgary Hobby Show in March  1994.
The  material  he  had  on  display was
very  impressive  however!     He  had
built  at   large   Double   Ferris  Wheel
based    upon    an    older    Canadian
Meccanomens's    Newsletter    model
plan,   a   multipurpose   machine   tool
model and a steam engine model.  He
also   had   on   display   his   pre-war
Meccano  lnventor's  Accessory  Outfit
and "Meccano Prize Models" booklet.

David Williams (Edmonton)

Personally, I.ve build a variety
of smaller models that l've brougm to
the shows.   I'm rather nostalgic about
older models so many are based upon
instructions      in      older     Meccano
instruction  booklets  or  Super-Model
leaflets.        I've   often    changed   the
models   to   eliminate   some   of   the
harder to find parts.   My super model
Meccanograph always keeps the kids
amused  making  new drawings.   The
Penny  in  the  Slot  Theatre  accepts
quarters   and   plays  the  piano   and
violin.     My  Mechanical  Man  (Plobot)
walks    back    and    forth    at    most
exhibitions.

My fascination with  Meccano
history is shown  by  my Aeroscope &
Pevolving Crane in 1920's nickel plate
and  my  Fire  Engine  in  1930's  blue-
gold.

The     Showman's     Traction
Engine     keeps     chugging     away
throughout   the   shows.      My   Giant
Dragline in red-green is mostly static
as  it  uses  the  original  super  model
controls and  is very hard to operate.

Upcoming Events

Alberta      Meccanomen     will
again  be  exhibiting  at  the  Pled  Deer
Hobby   Show   at   the   Armories   on
March    15-16,    1997.       For   further
details   please   call    David   Williams
(Edmonton)      at      (403)     438-1197
(internet   e-mail   meccano@freenet.
edmonton.ab.ca)      or      Bill      Cook
(Calgary) at (403) 280-7595.
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CANADIAN IVIECCANOTES

NEW MECCANO® PARTS-WHY NOT?
A seldom recognized problem

with   Meccano®   models   is   the   size
reduction factor.   If a model is built to
1/10  scale  size,  with  all  parts  in  the
Same proportion as the prototype, the
cross-sectional  area  of  each  part  is
1/100      that      of      the      prototype.
Fortunately,  the  wet.ghf of the  model
is  1/10 x  1/10 x  1/10 =  1/1000 that of
the original.   This usually means that
the strength  of each  part  (1/loo  that
of the full-size) is actually greater by
a factor of  10 compared  to  the  /odd
which the part carries.   Barring things
like  the  "whip  factor",  which  says  in
essence that a column more than 40
times  as  long   as   it  is  thick  will  be
liable   to   unexpected   bending,   the
model     will     be     structurally     safe.
Perhaps not sound, but sate.

Sometimes,     however,     the
Scale reduction  doesn't work.    Wrlen
the   model   is   reduced   to   1/10   the
original  size,  everything  it  carries  or
lifts  must  also  be  reduced-by  the
weight  ratio,  that  is  to  1/1000  of  the
original  load.

Take  a  forklift  truck.     On  a
prototype  truck,  two  bars  or  prongs
stick out from its business end.   They
are perhaps two, at most three, inches
(5 to 8cm) thick and a yard (a meter)
long.  The machine can lift a half-ton
or     more    witli     ease.          Peduce
everything  to a tenth  in  size and  the
forks  must still  lift  1/1000  the original
load,      or      a     pound      (0.5kg).
Unfortunately,   the   Meccano®   parts
representing     the     tork     become
Perforated  Strips,  which  are  maybe
0.025in.  (0.6mm)  thick,  which  is  not
1/10  but  1/100  the  thickness  of  the
original forks.   Simple experiment will
show  that  a  single  strip  supported
rigidly   horizonal   at   one   end   won't
carry a weight ol a pound at the other
end.    Not  if  it's  mild  steel  strip  with
holes  in  it.

What's  the  solution?    Use  a
stack  ot  ten  Meccano®  Strips  bolted
together?    No-the  bolts  get  in  the
way.     Glue?  Solder?     No,  what  is
needed   is   a  stiff   strip  about   0.1in.
(2.5mm) thick, without holes except at
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one  end  which  can  be  turned  up  to
make a perforated bracket.

Sound like anything familiar?
What about a corner bracket from the
rlardware store, an oversized bracket
available  up  to  6  in.  on  each  arm?
Problem is, the hardware store variety
has holes in both arms, and these are
not      Meccano®-compatible,      even
though  they're  stiff  enough  for  any
load   our   model   forklift   can   tackle
-the steel is the right size.

No,    what    we    need    is    a
Meccano®-compatible  part  made  of
steel that size, with a modicum of 4.3
mm  holes that will  make it useful  not
only for forklift prongs but other cases
where an extremely sturdy bracket or
bases is needed.   Why not?

Don  Redmond

A LONG LITTLE TRUCK
In  the  December  1996  CMrv

was a long photo (printed sideways to
get it on the page) of an etfective but
simply    built    model    of    a    13-axle
tractor-trailer-Iow~loader, the work of
Normand St-Aubin, seen at the Train
and    Toy    Show    in    Nepean    last
October.   For those who  have a long
hallway  in  which  to  build   a  model,
Normand     lias     now     provided     a
manufacturer's     drawing      of      the
monster  (also  printed  sideways).    Its
proper name is a 13-axle Mechanical
Booster  Trailer.     It  is   100  feet  long
and   looks   as   if   it   were   made   of
dinosaur-sized     Meccano.           The
manufacturer    is    Kalyn-Siebert,    of
Gatesville,  Texas.

Normand   also   sent   CMIV  a
colour photocopy of a photo, which is
a  little dark  tor  reproduction  in  black
and   white,   but   the   original   colour
is...Meccano green!   The first  bit  (the
first 3-axle unit behind the tractor)  is
for some reason  called  a Jeep.   The
rig  comes  apart  into  sections  so  the
middle  deck  can  be  loaded  with  an
80-ton  load.    The  deck  is  26ft  long
and  only  24in.  off  the  ground  when
loaded.    (And  see  page  28!)
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LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND:  A PUZZLING PART
by Don Fledmond and John Wapshott

Wliat Meccano part never had
a number?  Among possible answers
there  is  one  that  has   never  been
noticed:     a  variant  of  Part  41,   the
Propeller Blade.    Note the difference
between   the   "Wright   Brothers"   or
•Fan"  blade of  1906,  almost canoe-

paddle-shaped,11/2 inches wide, and
the 1923 propeller blade which is slim,
longer,     and     more     like     today's
propellers-but  the  so  called  "left-
handed" propeller blade.   Tliis is slim
and apparently the same as the usual
blade-until the two are placed side
by side,  as  in  the picture.    If the two
are placed convex side up, tip end by
tip end, side by side. the difference is
obvious:     the  straight  edge  of  the
better knows style lies to the left; the
other  is  a  mirror  image,  the  straight
edge lying to the right.

Hauton  and  Hindmarash  did
not at first recognize the difference in
thofur   Development  of   the   Meccano
System (1972).   The first Supplement
to DMS (1975) added a note about the
variant:   "The all-red variant and the
red  variant  with  green   tips   are  ol
opposite hand.  Looking at the face of
the   blade,    boss   end   toward   the
viewer,  the  red/green  blade  has  the
convex edge to the right, whereas the
all-red   blade   has   it   to   the   left."
Supplement   2   (1981)   went   further:
"...the   red-green   blade   exists  both

right-handed     and      left-handed.
Further method ot identification:   the
right-hand blade is stamped Meccano
on the convex side and the left-hand
blade on the concave side."  This note
was  attributed  to  Niels  Gottlob.    But
these remarks don't agree with some
Part 41  samples in hand.

In  fact  there  can  be  found,
first, blades stamped "Meccano made
in    England"   in   very   small   capital
letters   on   two   lines,   the   Meccano
name in the middle of the widest part
of the blade, "made in England" below
that  near  the  "straight"  edge  o{  the
blade.   Second, blades stamped only
''Meccano"-on   the   shank   of   the

blade  between  the  two  holes.     The
two-line   marking   is  usually  on  the
convex   side   of   the   blade.       The
Meccano-only   marking   may  be  on
either the convex or the concave side.

Some blades have a ridge or
groove  stamped  crosswise  just  over
half  an   inch   (15   mm)  from  the  tip;
some    do    not.        This    ridge    has
something  to  do  with  the  tip  being
painted  (green on  red blades).

Looking at a couple of dozen
propeller blades there seem to be four
(or  more?)  groups.     Looking  at  the
convex side of the blade (the "face"),
tip upward (or pointing away from the
viewer), these are:

(a)  Straight  edge  to  the  left;
ridge     across     the     tip;     two-line
stamping  in the middle of the blade.

(b)  Straight  edge  to  the  left;
ridge    across    the    tip;    "Meccano"
stamped  between  the  holes  on  the
convex side.

(c)  Straight  edge  to  the  left;
no  ridge  across  the  tip;   "Meccano"
stamped  between  the  holes  on  the
convex side.

(d)    Straight    edge    to    the
rt.ghf;     no    ridge    across    the    tip;
"Meccano" stamped between the holes

on the concave side.

Unfortunately    none   of   the
blades which  could  be examined  tor
this puzzle were in original sets.  They
would  have  been  in  the  largest sets
only,   during    1927   to   1941.       The
blades seen cannot be dated.

What guesses could be made
about these differences?

Factory Carelessness:   lf this
were  the case,  one would  expect to
find somewhere a blade with two-line
stamping  on  the  concave  side;  or  a
blade with a ridge across the tip and
"Meccano" only, on the concave side.

The causes, a piece inserted wrong-
side  up  into  a  stamping  operation.
Without  knowing whetlier  the blades
were  stamped  in  one,  two  or  there
operations, this cannot be determined.
(Blanking,   punching,    curving,   and
brand-stamping  would  be  the  four
possible steps).

Deliberate   difference:      The
only deliberate reason for "right" and
"lett-handed" propeller blades would

be reproducing the actual shape of a
propeller,  which  depends  on  which
way   it  rotates.     To  explain  this,   a
conventional view must be assumed.
This has kindly been stated for us by
Mr     Stephen     Payne,     curator     of
Aeronautical     Technology     in     the
National Aviation Museum in Ottawa:
"The   standard   reference   point   for

describing  propeller  rotation  is  from
the cockpit  looking  towards the front
ot  the  aircraft.     Therefore  a  right-
handed propeller turns clockwise from
this vantage point and a left-handed
propeller turns counter-clockwise.  Of
course   this    is    reversed    when    a
propeller  is  viewed  from  the  front  ot
the aircraft looking back."

So a Meccano propeller blade
which  has  the  "straight"  or  leading
edge to the right, when we look at the
convex  side   of  the  blade  with   the
shank end  (the  holes)  at the bottom,
is  a  /eff-handed  blade.     The  more
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common  style,   leading  edge  to  the
left,  seen  from  the  convex  side  with
the    shank    downward,     is    rf.ghf-
handed.

Why    would    Meccano    Ltd.
deliberately   produce   two   styles   of
blade?      Perhaps   a   right   or   left-
handed  propeller was  the style  used
in   particular   markets   of   Meccano,
probably prior to .and into the second
World  War (1030's to  1941 ).

One  of  us   (John)  recalls   a
scene  in  a  World  War-era  film,   in
which a pilot (American?) transferred
to another country (UK?)   remarks, "I
can't   get   used   to   their   propellers
turning  the wrong way."   ln  a  recent
television clip from a war-era film. an
aircraft slowing alter landing is clearly
seen  to   have  its  propellers  turning
counterclockwise  (as  seen  from  the
cockpit )-lockwise as seen  by the
film viewer.

Stephen    Payne   has   been
most  helpful  in  this:    "It  is  stated  in
many   sources   that   it   is   a  general
trend  for  British  propellers  to  turn  in
the  opposite  direction   to   American
propellers. American tractor propellers
are    right    handed,    i.e.    they    turn
clockwise   when    viewed    from    the
cockpit.           However,     there     are
exceptions to every rule.  The various
makes   of   the   British    Rolls-F3oyce
Merlin     engine...were     right-hand-
turning  engines,  whether  they  were
manufactured  n the  U.K. or the U.S.
DeHavilland and Bristol engines were
left-hand-turning engines in keeping
with  the  left-hand-turning  trend  for
British      engines...Plotary      engines
produced  in  France,  Britain  and  the
U.S. during World War I all turned  in
a  right-hand  direction.     The  F`oyal
Aircraft   Factory   18   engine   built   in
Britain  was  a  left-hand  engine...The
German  Mercedes  engines turned  in
a left-handed lashion also.  Therefore
it can  be said that the general trend
was for European engines to turn in

1    Not   the   illusion   often   seen   on

television,  in which wheels appear to
be turning backward;  in this case the
propellers  were  turning  very  slowly,
just on the point of stopping.
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the opposite direction to the American
engines,  bearing  in  mind  that  there
were exceptions to this rule..

Then,    was    Meecano    Ltd.
deliberately    producing    left-handed
propellers?  Were these for sets to be
sold  perhaps  in  a  market  other tlian
England?    Why  would  some  blades
be stamped only "Meccano", omitting,
"Made  in  England"?    In  the  1930's  it

was     common     to     see     in     toy
advertisements     the     telltale     word
"Foreign"  for  items  made outside the

U.K.      Bear   in   mind   that   the   more
common version ot Part 41 was right-
handed-that    js,    intended    for   a
propeller  turning  c/ockwt.se  as  seen
from  the  cockpit-like  early  British
engines.     Was  the  shift  made  to  a
left-handed  blade  late  in  the  1930's
when      left-hand-turning      engines
became usual in  England?

Lacking positive knowledge of
the   steps   in   stamping   a   propeller
blade, it is not possible to say whether
carelessness  could  produce  a  left-
handed  blade,  but  it  seems  unlikely.
If  a  blade  were  first  blanked  for  the
steel,  fhen curved, the blank would fit
into  the curving  die flat.    A  reversed
blank would not fit properly and would
be   a   mis-strike.       The   same    is
probably true of the die to stamp the
firm     name.          Omission     ot     the
"England"    stamping,     and    variant

locations  of  the  name,  seem  to  be
deliberate;   but  whether   because  of
intended  market, can only be clear if
very large Meccano sets dated in say
the 1930's can be found.

So it could be said that there
should  be  a  Part  41a,  Left-Handed
Propeller   Blade,   recognized   in   the
parts  list.

One  thing  appeared  likely  at
first:  that it was not intended that left
and right-handed blades be mixed on
a single model.   We assumed that all
the    engines    on    a    multi-engined
aircraft would, tor quick maintenance,
be identical.   Stephen  Payne has the
answer:     "The  two   Allison   engines
mounted  on  the  Lockeed   Lightning

[P-38],   a   famous   American   twin-
tailed fighter of world War 11, turned in
opposite directions.   The airoraft was
designed  in  this  manner  in  order  to
counter the torque problems created
when two engines of great power are
mounted on a relatively light airframe,
with    the    attendant    problems    on
takeoff.  The F3olls-Royce company in
the  U.K.   also produced  two variants
of  their Vulture  engine with  opposite
fuming   crankshafts,   for   the   same
reason.-  Is this an answer to the left-
handed blade:   both were needed tor
realistic effect?

And the ridge across the tip?
It appears to liave been a marker for
painting, perhaps dipped by hand.   It
was   probably   omitted   as   a   cost-
saving measure.  And why a coloured
tip anyway?   A bright tip produces a
bright   ring   when   the   propeller   is
spinning-a  precaution  making  the
propeller  more visible  to  the  ground
Crew.

I.eft   Hand,   Right   IIand:
PZ\rl 2                 By John wapshott

ln    actual   fact   a   Meccano
Propeller  Blade  is  only  one-half ,  or
one-third,    or    one-quarter    of    a
propeller assembly; and the part is no
longer in production-after all this is
the jet age.   Nevertheless, it has been
a  lascinating  part  to  collect.   I  have
examples   in   all-dark-red,   red  with
green  tip,  yellow with  black tip,  black
with yellow tip, and the early tan type,
but   the   most   curious   are   the   few
which   are  "dished"  opposite  to  the
others-indicating opposite rotation.

Only  analogue  clocks   have
"clockwise"     rotation.          "Counter-

clockwise" is the opposite to what we
are accustomed to-but you can find
"joke" clocks that turn backwards.  For

those  who  only  know  time  digitally,
there is no reference point a all!

Some  time  back  I  exhibited
the  Meccano  Three-Engine  Biplane
(Super   Model   34   of   1928)   with   its
propellers   turning.       Shortly   I   was
informed   by   an   American   that   my
propellers     were     revolving     incor-



rectly-that     propellers     turn
counterclockwise.    So  I  reversed  the
motors.           Soon     after     that     an
Englishman asked what the aeroplane
was,   so   I   proudly   said   it   was   the
Armstrong Whitworth "Argosy".   I was
promptly     told     that     the     English
propellers turn clockwise!

F3ecently      I     went     to     the
Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum
at     Mount     Hope,     near    Hamilton,
Ontario.      The   very   helpful   staff   all
agreed   that   English   and   American
propellers turn  in opposite directions,
but  no  one  knew  why  or  had  any
documentation  to  prove  it.     I  made
notes on some aircratt in the Museum
collection:

Douglas      A-26C      Invader
(U.S.A.):  two  200hp  Pratt  &  Whitney
R2800     radial     engines;     3-bladed
propellers ; both turn counterclockwise
(looking  at the front of the aircraft).

Avro   Lancaster   X   (u.S.A.):
four    1640hp    Packard    Merlin    224
engines; 3-bladed propellers:  all four
propellers      turn      counterclockwise
(looking  at the front of the aircraft).

Avro  Anson   V   (U.S.A.):   two
Pratt    &    Whitney    P-985    AN-14B
Wasp Junior engines; both propellers
turn counterclockwise  (looking  at  the
front ot the aircraft).

Fairey     Firefly     (U.K.):     one
2245hp Plolls  Ployce engine,  4 bladed
propeller  turns  clockwise  (looking  at
the front of the aircralt).

Auster AOP-Vl (U.K.): one De
Havilland Gypsy 76 engine; 2-bladed
propeller  turns  clockwise  (looking  at
the front of the aircraft).

De   Havilland    DH82C   Tiger
Moth  (U.K.):  one Gypsy  Major  Mkl -3
engine;    2-bladed     propeller    turns
clockwise   (looking    at   front   of   the
aircraft).

And from a television vignette:
The  Wright   Flyer,   ci.rca   1903,   had
one  engine  and  two  contra  rotating
propellers.

This entire exercise has raised
more questions and answered  none.

Since all the aircraft examined
were  vintage  planes,   is  this  still  so:
that      American      propellers      turn
counterclockwise     (looking     at     the
aircraft   from   the   front)   and   British
propellers   turn   clockwise   (from   the
same vantage point)?

lt    js    well    known    that    the
British   drive  on   the   left  side  of   the
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road,   while  in   North   America   (and
most of Europe) we drive on the right
side of the road;  and each thinks tlie
other drives on the wrong side of the
road.         Is    there    any    connection
between   this   difference   in   driving
habits, and the difference in propeller
rotation?      And   which   was   do   jet
engines spin? Can anyone shed some
light  On  this?

OBITUARY
Griffith  P.  'Bill"  Taylor,  whose  F3obot  Gargantua  model,  i.e.  that  of  a

crane that was controlled automatically by punched paper tape, died suddenly
of a heart attack on November 17,  1996.   The story of how Bill's instructions for
this model were completely ignored by Meccano Limited, but were nevertheless
retained  in  the archives at Binns  Pload  is  now well known.   The rediscovery of
the plans when the wrecking crew were tearing the factory apart, and how they
finally led to the instructions tor the model being published as a separate booklet
by  Plobin Johnson  is now part of Meccano history.

Although there was a gap ol some fifty-plus years between the year that
Bill  Taylor shipped  the plans  over  to  England  from  his  home  in  Toronto,  and
their finally being published,  Bill Taylor was still alive when the latter happened.
The search for Bill,  and  how he was finally tracked down was described  in the
December  issue of  "Canadian  MEccANOTEs".  On  December 30'h,  I  received  a
letter  from  his  son  informing  me  of  Bill's  passing.    According  to  his  son,  the
copy ot the  Plobot Gargantua book "never left his bedside table from the day it
arrived."   He constantly referred to it,  and took great pride in knowing that the
plans  had  not,  contrary  to what  he believed  for over four decades,  been  lost
forever.

Bill  Taylor  was  still  involved  with  Meccano  modelling  rigm  up  to  his
death.      He   had   built   another   huge   crane,   which   he   called   the   Master
Manipulator.   The model itself was completed, but his description of it had only
just been started.  The only notes that exist state "Instead of a tackle suspended
by  cords,  it will  have  a  tackle forced  to  a vertical  rigid  frame to  move up and
down  by..."  Had  he finished  it,  it would once again  have  received coverage in
"Constructor Quarterly."

For anyone planning to go the SkegEx in 1997, there migllt be an op-
portunity to meet both Bill's wife and son.   They have tentatively planned a trip
to  England  in the summer,  and  intend to visit SkegEx if they do.    Co/i.n Hoa/G

MORE IDEAS...
Three-Corner   Brackets:   Hubert   Hogle   has
invented  a  new  part,  ideal  for  a  corner  where
three  strips  or girders  meet,  or  where  a  simple
angle bracket is not sufficiently stiff, or where two
angle   brackets   would   ordinarily   have   to   be
overlapped.   (See illustration)   A furniture corner,
from   the   hardware  store   is   filed   down   to   its
essential,  a  half  inch  each  way  from  the corner
with a Meccano-sized  hole drilled  in each of the
three  faces.     A  set  of  these  will  ornament  the
corners of many models if used on the outside, or
strengthen  them  if made inside.
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HALF-AN-INCH ONWARD
by  Don Redmond

How sacred  is the  half-inch
spacing  between  holes,  which  Frank
Hornby  hit  upon  for  his  new  toy  in
1901,   and   which   Meccano®  purists
have   worshipped   ever   since?      Of
some 430 metal construction systems
known  to  Meccanokind,  at  least  160
use   the   Imperial    half-inch    (or   its
metric  equivalent  12.7mm)  hole-to-
hole,  whether or not they come from
countries     which     use     inches     or
millimetres in other matters.

Even    Meccano©   stoops   or
fudges.      Couplings   have   bores   a
quarter-inch  apart.     Modelers  have
resorted to Pythagorean subtertuge to
find   non-standard   spacing   in   the
diagonals  of plates,  for strange gear
ratios.    Complicated  diagrams  have
demonstrated the complex ol spacings
in  p/n  76,  the 21/2in.  triangular  plate.
The   ultimate  fudge   is   perhaps  p/n
215a, the 3in. slotted strip (beaten flat
from    the     Formed     Slotted     Strip,
through  admittedly in  Argentina).   Its
centre  hole  is just  over  %in.  from  its
end slots.

There   must  be  a   need,   or
modelers would  not do  these  things.
Why not, then, admit some parts with
spacing(s) other that half-an-inch. to
the panoply of recognized  Meccano?
Some  already  exist.     Erector'  (now
brought into the Meccanot'' fold) once
had strips with quarter-inch spacing,
ranging from 5 to 41  holes long; very
sturdy   they  were,   which   made   up
somewhat   for   A.C.   Gilbert's   flimsy
truss-design   strips.      When   Gilbert
had   extracted   the   last   juice   trom
Meccano®  in  America,  he  produced
Meccano    Morecraft,    in    which    he

:?:Pttof©  sht!r:psqi:rte:#ech:Spsaecr'j:8
having  1/Sin.  spacing  (three  holes  to
an inch).  Marklin, Meccano's German
nephew  system,   also   has   excellent
strips  and  ingenious  brackets  using
quarter-inch    spacing.         Ami-Lac,
Italian  imitator of  Marklin,  has similar
brackcts.   If your soul  isn't fettered to
a  Binns  Boad  stool,  help  yourselt  to
Gilbert's strips or  Marklin's brackets.
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MORE IDEAS...
Centrifugal   Clutch:   Hubert's   version   uses   the  common   centritugal
governor mechanism of linked 3-hole strips to tighten or release the grip
on an output rod automatically when the input shaft speeds up or slows.
For two of the strips in the output arms of the governor are substituted two
Cranks, and each Crank grips a Pivot Bolt in its boss, arranged carefully
so that the Pivot Bolts do not quite grip the output rod when the arms are
closest to the shalt.   A threaded coupling is inserted at the middle joint of
each  arm,  for  the  fly  weights.     The  input  shaft  extends  through  the
governor assembly, within which it has a Short Coupling, and the output
shaft turns freely in the coupling, into which the Pivot Bolts are screwed,
until the speed increases.  Because ol the compactness of the mechanism,
the details cannot be seen distinctly in the photograph.   When the input
shaft speeds  up and the weights swing out,  the Cranks turn  through an
angle sulficient to tighten the Pivot Bolts on the output shaft.
Oblique  Universal  Joints:     The  photos  show  two  more  Of  Hubert's
mechanisms: An oblique universal to link two parallel shafts, and another
to  link  two  shafts  at  an  angle,  where  bevel  gears  cannot  provide  the
desired  angle.    (See  photo)    The  parallel  shafts  each  carry  a  Swivel
Bearing  (165);   these are joined by a rigid  link consisting ot two 3-hole
strips  held  parallel  by  Narrow  Double  Brackets.     The  oblique-angle
universal  consists  of  a  Socket  Coupling,  in  each  of  which  a  Handrail
Coupling is Free to swivel but imparts rotation to the next element by set
screws in the tapped holes ol the Handrail Couplings.
Ring Strips:   Bernard Champoux has produced samples of rings in strip
lorm, of such diameters that they can have holes at 1/2in. spacing around
them.   The rings are 1/2in. wide. and  have sizes 4, 6,  8,10 and  12 holes.
The 4-hole ring is fin. diameter, the same as a Sleeve Piece, and the 12-
hole  ring  is  just  under  2in.  diameter.    These  small  rings  have  a  major
advantage  over  bent  strips  in  small  sizes,  as  they  do  away  with  the
disadvantage of overlaps and difticult bending.



MODELING CHALLENGE
(Fleprinted  f ram  Meccano  Magazine,
July  1959)

CANADA'S BIG WHEEL
by M.E. Jordan

The  gigantic  wooden  water
wheel seen in the picture on this page
is   the   largest  of   its   kind   in   North
America.       It   was   designed   for   a
somewhat primitive,  but nevertheless
clleap, method of producing power to
operate   pumps   for   a   gold   mining
operation.

The wheel stands on the bank
of  Perry Creek,  in  the Selkirk  flange
in   British   Columbia.  which  was  the
scene of a genuine gold rush in 1867.
After the surface gold in the creek bed
had  then  been well  worked  anything
at depth remained elusive because ol
too  much  water.     But  in  the  great
depression      of     the      1930.s
aggressive   group   had   the
building   this   large   water
pump out water and so enable
to  mine the pay dirt below.

First  a  shalt  was  sunk  to  a
depth of one hundred feet in the solid
rock  beside  the  creek.    By  the  time
that was  done  and  the  miners  were
ready to begin driving the tunnels into
the bedrock gravels where the water
would be encountered the wheel had
been   built.      It  was   constructed   of
lumber  cut  from  adjacent  hills.     Its
diameter  is  32  feet  and  it  is  7  feet
wide.        Each    of    the    72    built-in
"buckets" has a capacity of 70 gallons

of water, which  is ted from a wooden
flume   into  which   Perry  Creek  was
diverted some distance upstream.

The    wheel    was    so    well
balanced  that  a  child   could  turn   it
trom  the still  position despite  its  size
and weight.   At its highest efficiency it
developed   in   theory   112   h.p.   and
delivered  68  h.p.  through  a series of
gears and belts to the two pumps, one
of  1,000  gallons  per  minute  capacity

brought up from the mine and leaving
the gold trapped  in the riffles.

The     wheel     operated
successfully   during   1935   while   the
men  dug  the tunnel  towards the pay
dirt, but heavy snows and severe icing
conditions in sub-zero weather forced
it  to  stop  during  the  winter  months.
Work  was  resumed  in  the  tollowing
spring.     The  shaft,  which  had  filled
with   water,   was   pumped   out   with
power   from   the   water   wheel,   and
tunnelling  had  got  nicely  under  way
again  when  the  death  of  G.M.  Bell,
one     of      the     principals,      halted
operations.

Mining  is  important  today  in
British Columbia, where coal, copper,
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lead  and  zinc,  with  other  metals  are
found  in  many districts.    Gold  too  is
produced,  mainly from lodes,  notably
at  a  mine  in  the  north  where  it  is
associated  with  silver.     Earlier  gold
mining  was  more  spectacular.    The
precious  metal  was  found  in  alluvial
deposits  in  the  valleys  of  the  Fraser
and  Thompson  Fivers just  over  100
years     ago     and     other     similar
discoveries  led  to  later  gold  rushes
such  as  that  at  Perry  Creek,  where
Canada's big wheel was built.

Now,  through  no fault  of  his
own.  the  big  wheel  stands  the silent
guardian of that ever elusive precious
metal below.   And  it never ceases to
be  the  object  of  much  curiosity  to
passers by.

B.C. Modelers :

a^#.d^hv±,e^£th.e,r^3I+50^0:„_Tnh.e..:.%\er:anddon±forgiviniiiirebriii;iir;i;fi;rdr5.J;a.I_    ___._          ---`-     _``..`    -    r --,-.-.
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Super Meccano
Models

WAREHOUSE

IS _ this   Water   Wheel   Slill    standing   today?       Who   anFhd.es.c:n°dti`::..o¢£=:.icnau+:,to`:.}r.
Will_Visit    Perry    Creek?        Send    CMN    a    picture...   °m°e`cha.np`:in?:'.8=`..'?I  m%n`::n.the
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CANADIAN  IVIECCANOTES

Minutes of Meeting of the Executive Committee CMAMAS
12 January  1997

Present:     Marsha  Brandston,  Colin
Hinz,  Colin  Hoare, John Wapshott.

1.           I]eading    of   the   Minutes,
AGM,      November      1996.            Don
F3edmond recorded the minutes at the
AGM.    Marsha  pointed  out  an  error
which needed correction:   the vote to
send payment to Scott Martyn was not
unanimous,   as   she   voted   against.
There were no other corrections.

2.           Show panicipation:

John    Wapshott   polled    the
attendees  at  tlie  Hobby  Show  about
the lack of remuneration, and whether
CMAMAS should attempt to negotiate
tor some form of honorarium or 'perk`.
The    response    indicated    that    the
current arrangement is acceptable.

There is a spring hobby show
at the  International  Centre on  March
6-8.  We had earlier decided that the
November show would be the only big
Toronto area show in which CMAMAS
would participate.  Marsha moved that
this  be  upheld,  John  seconded,  and
the  vote  was  unanimous:  CMAMAS
will not attend the spring show. Other
upcoming shows are Nepean  (March
1  -2),  F3ichmond  Hill,  and  Kingston.

3.           Treasurer's Fleport:

No cheques were  is~s-iled
at   the   meeting,   and   Colin   Hoare
turned  over  to  Marsha  a  number  of
cheques   tor   membership   renewals.
These are in addition  to the cheques
that  Marsha has  received  herself  but
has   not  yet  processed.     The  bank
statements are now issued monthly at
no    charge    to    CMAMAS.    Marsha
requests  that  no   money  figures  be
printed   in   the   minutes   which   are
summarized  in  the  magazine.    Colin
Hoare  has  agreed  to  write  a  memoandpassdeedmond

¢`
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4.           Correspondence:

Pudi  Schipperus  has  asked
tor  a  correction  to  be  made  to  his
"retirement"  which  was  published  in

the  previous  issue  of  MEccANOTEs.
He   has   not   in   tact   ceased   doing
business;  rather,  he  has only ceased
re-stocking Meccano parts.   He con-
tinues to sell  parts and sets from the
other  systems.     A  correction  will  be
published  in the March  1997 issue.

Geoff  Wright  has  expressed
interest  in  publishing  Leighton   Hill's
two large modelplans (the Showman's
Engine  and  the  Britannia).     Geoff's
usual royalty is 20°/o of the sale price,
paid on a .per 50 copies sold' basis.

We   will   inform   Leighton   of
Geotl's    request,    as    it    would    be
improper     (not     to     mention     very
awkward   for  CMAMAS!)   for  him   to
tind  out third  hand.   Colin  Hoare will
send  master copies to  MW,  as Geofl
will take care ot the duplication.

Colin Hoare has passed along
`o Colin Hinz copies of three letters for
CMAMAS  tiles.    These  are  the  letter
to  Scott  Martyn  which  accompanied
the cheque, a copy o the letter to Carl
Bastedo inlorming him that CMAMAS
will not attend the spring hobby show.
and   also   a   letter  to   Alberto   Plichini
expressing     interest     in     CMAMAS
purchasing parts tor its  membership.

Beminder   notes  will   go   out
with  the  March  issue  to  people  who
have  yet  to  send  payment  of  1997.
(Thus,   it   will   be   a   'complimentary'
issue  if  they  don't  bother  to  renew.)
This  note  will  inform  them  that  this
will   be  the  LAST  ISSUE  that  they'll
receive unless they pay up.

5.            Matters   Inherited
A claim by  Broun's  Printing
has  `been  resolved  by  motion
at  the  November  AGM.

6.           New Business

Ten   copies   of   F3ob   Butler's
Heat      Treatment      factory"      CSM
Modelplan  have  been  sold;  5  at  the

hobby show and  5 tlirougli the  mail.
Geoff Wright wants 200 copies.

John Wapshott has paid $20
for    two    copies    of    Leighton    Hill's
"Britannia" modelplan, despite the fact

that he did his own copying.

TRY THESE ,!
-- ultimate Crawler Tracks:   Seen
on television from the aircraft crash in
the Everglades, a heavy construction
vehicle with two sets ol tracks,  each
about loft. wide.  The contraption can
evidently   support   itself   on   swamp
usually navigated by airboats.  And in
upstate New York, a crawler tractor or
bulldozer  unit on  tour separate track
units, one at each corner.  The tracks
have  a  central   upper  roller,   in   tlie
style    of    some    Caterpillar    heavy
tractors,  but  the  hasty  look  did  not
make clear whether these were drive
rollers (like the Cats) or return idlers.

--  Music  on  Wheels:    At  Quincy
Market in Boston, a musical ensemble
mounted   on   tricycles   with   trailers,
each  unit  resembling  a  construction
like      Plowland      Emett's      famous
contraptions:  rockets,  orreries,  weird
antennae,  etc.  Mounted  somewhere
inside were the speakers tor musical
(?) instruments which apparently also
tormed part of the structures such as
an  oversized  set  of  strings  forming
part of the handlebar unit.

Meccarionet:  According  to  the
January  Newsletter,  Southern
California  Meccano  &  Erector
Club  is  on  the  Web  at  http:
//www.erector.webnexus.com
Their  old-fashioned  address
is  Box  7653,   Porter  Ranch
Station,  Northridge,  Calif .
91327-7653,   U.S.A.
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THE PRESIDENT'S COLUMN
Unfortunately,  I  have  to  start

this  contribution  ofl  with  an  apology.
It  goes  out  to  those  members  who
attempted to renew their subscriptions
tor    1997    through    our    Treasurer,
Marsha Brandston, but had their mail
returned  to  them   by  Canada   Posl!
This was an error on  my part when  I
prepared   the   subscription    renewal
lorms.    Instead  of  typing  Neptune  as
the  street  address,  the  word  Nelson
was  inserted  by  mistake.  Despite  an
assurance from a friend ot mine who
works for the postal service that, if the
Postal   Code  was  correct,   the   mail
should   get   through,   we   have   had
instances  where  the  mail  has  been
returned.

For    this    reason,    we    are
sending  the first issue tor  1997 to  all
or   our   1996   subscribers,   with   the
hope    that    those    who    have    not
renewed   will   do   so   as   soon    as
possible.

The  four  issues  for   1996  ol
"CANADIAN   MECCANOTES"   have   now

been sent out to our subscribers, and,
judging  trom  the response by way ot
renewals,  we  have received  a strong
vote of confidence in the product.  For
this, a huge vote of thanks must go to
the  Editor,  Don  Pledmond,  who  has
taken  on  the  task  to  reestablish  the
reputation ot the Canadian magazine,
and  has  done  so  magnificent  a  job.
For   those   of   you   who   have   not
renewed  your  subscription  to  date  -
for whatever reason -please no t e -
this will  have to be the  last issue that
you will receive unless you send your
renewal     before    April    30'h.         Our
subscription  base  is so small  that we
are unable to afford sending out more
free issues!

There   is   still   the   desperate
need   tor  new  and   original   material
that we can publish, and we need this
material from as many subscribers as
possible.      We  can   only   put   out   a
magazine  it  there  are  a  selection  of
articles available to publish  in  it.   Don
has found that the articles we have in
reserve   are   just   about   exhausted.

Any  contribution  for  anyone  is  truly
appreciated,  particularly plans of new
models.    So,  don't  be  shy!    Send  in
anything  you  have!   You  can  bypass
the snail  mail service by sending  it to
me    electronically   via    the    Internet.
Tweedle@aztec-net.com is my home
address   via   this   medium.      I   have,
however,      received     word      that
messages  have 'bounced' when  sent
to   those   address,   and   should   this
happen    to    you,    try    colin.hoare@
roche.com.

In  the year 2001  we will  have
the    opportunity    to    celebrate    the
centenary of Frank Hornby's invention
that  is so  interesting  to  us all.   At the
present  time,  there  are  no  plans  to
commemorate the event by way of an
exhibition   here   in   Canada,   but   the
word   is  out   that   the   New   Zealand
enthusiasts  are  definitely  planning  a
big event.   If anyone has thought that
they would  like to go to New Zealand
for a vacation,  maybe this  is the time
to  plan  to take  it!   Anyone looking for
information  should  look  for  details  in
"The   International   Meccanoman"   or

contact the undersigned.

I      have      mentioned      the
contribution    of    Don    Pedmond    in
getting   the   magazine   going,   but   I
would   be   remiss   if   I   did   not   also
acknowledge  the  eftorts  of  the  other
members ol the Committee who have
also contributed their time and ellorts:
ln     particular,      Marsha     Brandston
deserves  a  huge  vote  o{  thanks  tor
taking  on  the job  as  Treasurer.    Not
that     John     Wapshott,     the     vice-
president, or Colin Hinz, the Secretary
should be forgotten, as their work has
been  equally  valuable,  but  Marsha's
work     in     getting     the     magazine's
linancial  house  in order as quickly as
she    did,    however,    must    be    fully
recognized.

There  are  a  couple  of  notes
regarding   dealers  to  which   I  would
like   to   draw   our   readers'   attention,
Pludi   Schipperus   has   asked   us   to
rectify the statement we made that he
no  longer  deals  in  Meccano:    this  is

not  strictly  true.    Pludi  still  has  some
Meccano in stock -at  1986 prices -
for the items he still has in stock from
the   last  order   he  imported  at  that
time.     He  does,   however,   have  an
extensive   stock   of   Marklin,   Stokys
andTemsi   parts   for   sale,   as   he
stillbrings     in     parts     form     these
Systems.

It   is  widely  known   that  the
parts    manufactured    in    Argentina
under the name of Exacto far exceed
the  standards  that  Meccano  Limited
set   when    they   were   the   world's
suppliers.   In particular, the paint he is
currently  using   is  far  more  durable
than   anything   used  before.     Senor
Pichini  has contacted  us and offered
a discount on bulk purchase, so long
as  the  total  minimum  order  is  U.S.
$2,000.00.

This  was  done  once  before
but one or two parcels failed to arrive,
or were  returned  in  error by Canada
Customs.   This time around, we plan
to make sure that such a problem will
not arise.   The Secretary, Colin Hinz,
has volunteered to be the middleman.
If you  are  interested  in  buying  stock
for  this  source,  then  please  contact
Colin.

Of all the parts of the Country,
it is the Maritimes where we have had
the  least penetration.   This  may now
change:   we have heard that there is
a    group    ot    enthusiasts    in    New
Brunswick   who   have   been   getting
together  tor  many  years.    Hopefully,
some  of  the  will  start  subscribing  -
and    possible   even   contributing   -
Soon.

By the time this magazine has
been  published   I  expect  I  will  be  in
Malaysia.     I  have  been  selected  to
represent    Canada    as    the    cricket
umpire   at   the   International   Cricket
Council      Associates      Tournament,
which   runs   through   the   months   of
March  and  April.   Who knows,  I  may
find  some  Meccano  enthusiasts  (and
potential  subscribers?)  in  that part of
the world!

Colin Hoare
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March in with
Meccano in Nepean
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Doi}g    Armstrong.     Also  at
the  show,   Nell.  Fi-aser,   Norm
ancl  Mike  Lacroix,   Mich~ael
Stephens,   Don  Redrond.   Sorite
d.eale.r§  had  ifeccano,  Erector
and  other  construc,tion  sets;
several.  enquiri.es  about  the
activities   of   C,fyIA}'IAS   ma};
bring  new  read.erg   for  G.P{®
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